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Abstract

The framework of graph transformation combines the potentials and advantages of both, graphs and rules, to a single computational paradigm. In this paper we present some recent developments in applying graph transformation as a rule-based framework for the specification and development of systems, languages, and tools. After reviewing the basic features of graph transformation, we discuss a selection of applications, including the evaluation of functional expressions, the specification of an interactive graphical tool, an example specification for abstract data types, and the definition of a visual database query language. The case studies indicate the need for suitable structuring principles which are independent of a particular graph transformation approach. To this end, we present the concept of a transformation unit, which allows systematic and structured specification and programming based on graph transformation.
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1 Introduction

Graphs are well-known, well-understood, and frequently used means to represent system states, complex objects, diagrams, and networks, like flowcharts, entity-relationship diagrams, Petri nets, and many more. Rules have proved to be extremely useful for describing computations by local transformations: Arithmetical, syntactic, and deduction rules are well-known examples. Areas like language definition, logic and functional programming, algebraic specification, term rewriting, theorem proving, concurrent processes,
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and expert systems witness the prominent role of rules. Graph transformation, also known as graph rewriting or graph reduction, combines the potentials and advantages of both, graphs and rules, into a single computational paradigm.

More than 25 years ago, Rosenfeld et al. [PR69, RM72] in the USA, and Schneider, Ehrig, Pfünder, and Wadsworth [Sch70, Sch71, Wad71, EPS73] in Europe introduced graph transformation for the generation, manipulation, recognition, and evaluation of graphs. Since then graph transformation has been studied in a variety of approaches, motivated by application domains such as pattern recognition, semantics of programming languages, compiler description, implementation of functional programming languages, specification of database systems, specification of abstract data types, specification of distributed systems, etc. This development is documented in proceedings and other collections of selected papers, in some monographs as well as in a handbook [CER79, ENR83, ENRR87, EKR91, Hab92, PV93, SPvE93, SE94, CM95, CEER96, Roz97].

This paper surveys some recent developments in applying graph transformation to the specification and development of systems, languages, and tools. Section 2 recalls the basic concepts of a fairly general approach to graph transformation, and points out possible variations and generalizations. Section 3 reports on four case studies that demonstrate the usefulness of graph transformation in some typical application domains.

1. As known from the implementation of functional programming languages, the efficient evaluation of functional expressions requires to avoid multiple representations of the same subexpression. This leads to the idea of term graph rewriting (also known as jungle evaluation or graph reduction) which represents one of the oldest and most successful applications of graph transformation.

2. The AGG-system is a graphical tool for editing graphs and transforming them by graph transformation rules. Parts of the AGG-system have been specified by graph transformation to exemplify the use of graph transformation concepts in the specification of graphical CASE tools and similar systems.

3. Red/black trees are a kind of balanced binary trees with non-trivial rebalancing operations. The specification of red/black trees as a graph transformation system illustrates that, and how, (abstract) data types can be modelled adequately by means of graph transformation.

4. Visual languages are a promising research topic in the area of programming languages in general and database languages in particular, because the use of visual representations improves the comprehension of programs. As an example of the usefulness of graph transformation in this context, we report on the definition of the hybrid database query language HQL/EER by graph transformation.

The four case studies are a selection out of the wide range of applications for graph transformation one can find in the literature. They are chosen from the authors’ recent work to illustrate the potentials of graph transformation for specification and programming within different fields of computer science.

In order to support applications like the four case studies properly and to apply graph transformation in a realistic context, one needs structuring principles for graph transformation. In Section 4, we present the notion of transformation units as a structuring principle which incorporates the experiences reported in the case studies in particular. Moreover, we illustrate how specification and programming with graph transformation is performed with transformation units by reformulating some aspects of the case study of term graph rewriting. Transformation units differ from other graph transformation
concepts in at least the following two respects:

1. Graphs exist in many variants: directed, and undirected; unlabelled, labelled, and attributed; as simple, multi-, and hypergraphs. Moreover, there are various ways to apply rules to graphs, and to control the process of iterated rule application. This has led to several competing graph transformation approaches. Each of them has its own merits, and the choice of a particular approach largely depends on the application one has in mind. And, each of them needs structuring concepts. Therefore, transformation units are made approach-independent.

2. The concept of a transformation unit offers a structuring principle for building large specifications and programs from smaller ones, and for reusing existing components. In particular, the concept of a transformation unit encapsulates rules, control conditions, descriptions of initial and terminal graphs, and allows to use other transformation units. Thus the application of local rules may be interleaved with calls to used transformation units. This interleaving semantics supports induction principles and modular proofs.

Specifying and programming with transformation units combines the advantages of graphs and rules and relies on graph transformation as a basis for interpreter semantics and theorem proving facilities.

The paper is addressed to readers who want to know how graph transformation works and how it is applied, independently of a particular graph transformation approach, that is, independently of a certain type of graphs and rules and a specific way of rule application. Hence, the paper may be particularly interesting to readers who are already familiar with a special graph transformation approach and want to know how this fits into the general idea and setting of applied graph transformation.

It should be mentioned that we concentrate in this paper on the sequential mode of graph transformation and do not discuss aspects of parallelism and concurrency although they deserve attention (cf. e.g. [EK76, Kre87, CMR+97, Tae96]).

2 Concepts of Graph Transformation

In this section we recall the basic features of sequential graph transformation where a graph is derived from another graph by applying one rule after another. The presentation is not completely formal; it is oriented at the general approach given by Kreowski and Rozenberg [KR90] that combines many aspects of major approaches.

Based on labelled, directed graphs as underlying structures, we consider a fairly general type of rule application, covering many of the major notions encountered in the literature and, in particular, the features used in Section 3. Ignoring the technical details, the application of a rule to a graph, often called a direct derivation, defines a binary relation on graphs which can be iterated arbitrarily, yielding the derivation process. In this way, a set of rules gets an operational semantics. If one starts in a particular initial graph and collects all derivable graphs with only labels from a terminal label alphabet, one gets the notion of a graph grammar with its generated language. At the end of this section, we discuss some properties of graph transformation that are relevant for using it as a specification and programming paradigm. In Section 4, we will take up the ideas of graph transformation, independently of the particular type of rule application, as the basic elements of a structuring principle for graph transformation.
2.1 Graphs

As basic structures of graph transformation, we choose node- and edge-labelled, directed graphs. Such a graph consists of a set of labelled nodes and a set of labelled directed edges, each of which connects a pair of nodes. More formally, graphs are defined as follows.

Graphs. A (labelled, directed) graph $G = (\text{NODES, EDGES, source, target, label})$ consists of a finite set $\text{NODES}$ of nodes, a finite set $\text{EDGES}$ of edges, two mappings $\text{source}$ and $\text{target}$, assigning a $\text{source}$ and a $\text{target}$ node to each edge, and a mapping $\text{label}$, assigning a labelling symbol from a given alphabet to each node and each edge. An edge $e$ in $G$ goes from the source $\text{source}(e)$ to the target $\text{target}(e)$ and is incident to $\text{source}(e)$ and $\text{target}(e)$. The nodes and edges of $G$ are also called items. $G$ may contain parallel edges $e, e'$ from a node $v$ to a node $v'$, even with the same label. (Such graphs are sometimes called multigraphs.)

In graphical representations, nodes are drawn as points (circles, boxes, etc.), and edges are drawn as arrows from their source to their target. Labels are written beside points and arrows, or inside circles, boxes, etc., or indicated by different shapes, colours, fill styles, etc. They are not shown if all nodes and edges have the same labelling. Sometimes, node identifiers are also incorporated in the graphical representations. Figure 1 shows three graphs with node identifiers.

A graph $L$ is a subgraph of $G$, denoted by $L \subseteq G$, if the node and edge sets of $L$ are subsets of the respective sets of $G$, and the source, target and label mappings of $L$ coincide with the respective mappings of $G$. In Figure 1, the graph $L$ is a subgraph of $G$.

$L$ has an occurrence in $G$, denoted by $L \rightarrow G$, if there is a mapping $\text{occ}$ which maps the nodes and the edges of $L$ to the nodes and the edges of $G$, respectively, and preserves sources, targets, and labellings, that is, for each edge $e$ in $L$, the source of the image of $e$ coincides with the image of the source of $e$, the target of the image of $e$ coincides with the image of the target of $e$, and for each item $x$ in $L$, the label of the image of $x$ coincides with the label of $x$. In particular, the occurrence of $L$ in $G$ given by $\text{occ}$ is the subgraph of $G$ consisting of the images of all nodes and edges. In the following, an occurrence of $L$ in $G$ will be also denoted by $\text{occ} L \rightarrow G$ or simply by $\text{occ}$ if $L$ and $G$ are known from the context. If the mapping is bijective, then $L$ and $G$ are isomorphic. The graph $L$ in Figure 1 has an occurrence in $H$ in which the nodes 1 and 3 are identified (denoted by 1=3) and node 2 in $L$ corresponds to node 2 in $H$.

![Graphs Diagram](image)

Figure 1: Three graphs where $L$ is a subgraph of $G$ and has an occurrence in $H$.

Variations and extensions of the graph concept. There are a number of variations and simple extensions of the graph concept. Directed graphs in the classical sense (i.e., graphs where the edge set is given by a binary relation on the set of nodes) coincide with directed graphs without parallel edges. Undirected graphs may be represented as directed graphs by replacing each undirected edge by two directed edges in opposite direction.
Hypergraphs generalize graphs in the sense that an edge has a sequence of source nodes and a sequence of target nodes. Finally, hierarchical graphs are graphs where a subgraph can be abstracted to one node and a bunch of edges between two abstracted subgraphs to one edge.\footnote{Examples of hypergraphs are given in Section 3.1; a hierarchical graph can be found in Section 3.2.} Another concept of hierarchical graphs was introduced by Pratt where nodes are labelled with graphs [Pra69, Pra71].

Typing is an important concept for specification and programming. Transferred to graphs, this means that labels in typed graphs are divided into classes, called types, and that edges of a certain type are restricted to be incident only to certain types of source and target nodes. In a language like PROGRES [Sch91b], typed graphs can be specified by so-called graph schemata.\footnote{Examples of typed graphs and graph schemata are presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.}

Attributed graphs are equipped with attributes. An attribute can be a number, a text, an expression, a list or even a graph. Attributes can be of different types and attribute operations compatible with these types are available to manipulate the attributes.\footnote{Examples of attributed graphs are given in Sections 3.2 and 3.4.}

2.2 Graph Transformation

Graph transformation consists of applying a rule to a graph and iterating this process. Each rule application transforms a graph by replacing a part of it by a graph. To this purpose, each rule $r$ contains a left-hand side $L$ and a right-hand side $R$. The application of $r$ to a graph $G$ replaces an occurrence of the left-hand side $L$ in $G$ by the right-hand side $R$. This is done by first removing a part of the occurrence of $L$ from $G$, second, gluing $R$ and the remaining graph $D$, and third, connecting $R$ with $D$ via the insertion of new edges between the nodes of $R$ and those of $D$. The gluing of $R$ and $D$ is specified in the gluing component of a rule and the connection of $R$ with $D$ in the embedding component. Since the replacement shall often be done in a controlled way, rules may also contain application conditions.

The described procedure of graph transformation may look unnecessarily complicated to the reader not familiar with graph transformation. This is due to the generality of the framework presented in this section: It captures the properties of the main approaches in the literature, i.e. it includes them as special cases (see below). Hence, most of the major approaches are indeed simpler than the general framework presented here.

Rules. A (graph transformation) rule $r = (L, R, K, \text{glue, emb, appl})$ consists of two graphs $L$ and $R$, called the left-hand side and the right-hand side of $r$, respectively, a subgraph $K$ of $L$ called the interface graph, an occurrence glue of $K$ in $R$, relating the interface graph with the right-hand side, an embedding relation $\text{emb}$, relating nodes of $L$ to nodes of $R$, and a set $\text{appl}$ specifying the application conditions for the rule.

Application of rules. An application of a rule $r = (L, R, K, \text{glue, emb, appl})$ to a given graph $G$ yields a resulting graph $H$, provided that $H$ can be obtained from $G$ in the following five steps:

1. Choose an occurrence of the left-hand side $L$ in $G$.
2. Check the application conditions according to $\text{appl}$. 
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3. **Remove** the occurrence of $L$ up to the occurrence of $K$ from $G$ as well as all *dangling edges*, i.e., all edges incident to a removed node. This yields the *context graph* $D$ of $L$ which still contains an occurrence of $K$.

4. **Glue** the context graph $D$ and the right-hand side $R$ according to the occurrences of $K$ in $D$ and $R$. That is, construct the disjoint union of $D$ and $R$ and, for every item in $K$, identify the corresponding item in $D$ with the corresponding item in $R$. This yields the *gluing graph* $E$.

5. **Embed** the right-hand side $R$ into the context graph $D$ according to the embedding relation $emb$: For each removed dangling edge incident with a node $v$ in $D$ and the image of a node $v'$ of $L$ in $G$, and each node $v''$ in $R$, a new edge (with the same label) incident with $v$ and the node $v''$ is established in $E$ provided that $(v',v'')$ belongs to $emb$.

The application of $r$ to $G$ yielding $H$ is called a *direct derivation* from $G$ to $H$ through $r$ and is denoted by $G \Rightarrow_r H$ or simply by $G \Rightarrow H$. Figure 2 illustrates the steps which have to be performed when applying a rule $(L, R, K, glue, emb, appl)$ where $appl$ requires the occurrence of $L$ in $G$ to be isomorphic to $L$, and $emb$ relates the unfilled nodes of $L$ and $R$.

![Figure 2: Illustration of a graph transformation step](image)

Given a graph $G$ and a rule $r = (L, R, K, glue, emb, appl)$ together with an occurrence of $L$ in $G$, there is a variant of constructing the derived graph that is more general than the one above, but less intuitive. In this case, all nodes and edges of the occurrence are removed that are images of corresponding items of the left-hand side outside the interface.
graph. The gluing step is adapted accordingly. This means that in general the interface graph is not kept invariant.

While all other special cases of graph transformation we consider in this paper fit into the more special notion of rule application, the so-called single-pushout approach discussed in the next paragraph and used in Section 3.2 applies rules in the more general sense.

Note that in practical applications, the step REMOVE needs not to delete all dangling edges but only those not replaced by a new one in EMBED. If a rule application is implemented in this way, REMOVE does not yield a graph in general. However, from a theoretical point of view (e.g. for correctness proofs) it is useful to obtain a graph after each intermediate step of a rule application.

Graph transformation approaches. For readers familiar with graph transformation, it shall be mentioned that the presented framework combines the gluing aspects of the algebraic approaches [Ehr79, Löw93, CMR97, EHKE97] and the embedding aspects of the set-theoretic approaches [Nag87, Roz87, ER97] in the 1-context, i.e. the direct neighbourhood of the occurrence, and additional application conditions. The double-pushout approach [Ehr79, CMR97], the single-pushout approach [Löw93, EHKE97], the node replacement approach [Roz87, ER97], as well as the set-theoretic approach used in PROGRES [Sch90] can be seen as special cases of this framework. To make this more transparent, let us consider some special cases.

1. **Choose & Check.** In general, the occurrences of \( L \) in \( G \) are allowed to identify nodes or edges. In practice, one often uses the injectivity condition which requires the occurrence of \( L \) in \( G \) to be isomorphic to \( L \). Less restrictive special application conditions are the contact condition and the identification condition. The contact condition assures that no dangling edges will arise in REMOVE. It requires that whenever the image of a node in \( L \) contacts some edge not in the image of \( L \), then the node must be in \( K \). The identification condition requires that the occurrence of \( L \) in \( G \) may only identify nodes and edges in the interface graph \( K \). Other interesting examples of application conditions are context conditions. They require or forbid the existence of nodes, edges, or certain subgraphs in the given graph. A general treatment of application conditions can be found in [EH86, Kre93, HHT96].

2. **Remove.** Only if the contact condition is not required, the application of a rule may remove edges from the context of its occurrence (the dangling ones).

3. **Glue.** In the special case where the occurrence of \( K \) in \( R \) is isomorphic to \( K \), the result of the gluing step may be obtained by adding \( R \) (up to \( K \)) to \( D \). In the special case where the interface graph \( K \) is empty, \( R \) is added disjointly to \( D \).

4. **Embed.** In the special case where \( \text{emb} \) is the empty relation, no additional edges are inserted. In general, \( \text{emb} \) allows embedding in the 1-context consisting of all nodes with an incident dangling edge: Every dangling edge incident with the image of a node \( v' \) of \( L \) in \( G \) is redirected to the node \( v'' \) of \( R \) if \( (v', v'') \) is in \( \text{emb} \).

Note that special forms of rules correspond to rules in other graph transformation approaches:

1. Rules without application conditions and with empty embedding relation correspond to single-pushout rules.
2. Rules with contact and identification condition and with empty embedding relation correspond to double-pushout rules.
3. Rules with a single node on their left-hand side and empty interface graph correspond to node replacement rules.

4. Rules where the occurrence glue is isomorphic to the interface graph correspond to PROGRES rules (restricted to embedding in the direct neighbourhood of occurrences). Although the introduced notion of graph transformation is quite general, it does not cover all approaches one encounters in the literature. On one hand, we discuss a sequential mode of graph transformation so that parallel graph transformation is not covered (cf. e.g. [EK76, Kre87, CMR+97, Tae96]). On the other hand, the application of a rule is strictly local with respect to the removal and addition of nodes and edges. Hence, approaches are not covered that allow global effects in a rule application (cf. e.g. [Nag87, FW90, PH96]).

**Extensions of the graph transformation concept.** When typed graphs are transformed, the application of a rule has to preserve certain typing constraints. The transformation of attributed graphs may depend on certain attribute values of the occurrence (another kind of application condition), and the application may compute new attributes with the given attribute operations.

### 2.3 Graph Transformation Systems

Given the notions of a rule and a direct derivation, graph transformation systems, graph grammars, and graph languages can be defined as usual. A set $P$ of rules is the simplest form of a *graph transformation system*; a set $P$ of rules together with an *initial* graph $S$ and a set $T$ of *terminal* labels forms a *graph grammar*. Given a set $P$ of rules and a graph $G_0$, a sequence of successive direct derivations $G_0 \Rightarrow G_1 \Rightarrow \cdots \Rightarrow G_n$ is a *derivation* from $G_0$ to $G_n$ by rules of $P$, provided that all used rules belong to $P$. The graph $G_n$ is said to be *derived* from $G_0$ by rules of $P$. The set of all graphs labelled with symbols of $T$ only that can be derived from the initial graph $S$ by rules of $P$, is the *language* generated by $P$, $S$, and $T$. Slightly more general, one may consider $I$ and $T$ specifying initial and terminal graphs respectively such that a set $P$ of rules induces a binary relation on graphs relating each initial graph with all terminal graphs that can be derived from the initial graph.

Note the non-determinism occurring in graph transformation: We first have to choose one of the rules applicable to a given graph. Furthermore, the chosen rule may be applicable at several occurrences of its left-hand side. The result of a graph transformation depends on these choices which are still completely arbitrary. This non-determinism may be restricted by control conditions in several ways:

1. by prescribing an order in which rules have to be applied,
2. by determining the next rule in dependence on the previous one(s), or
3. by applying a rule according to its priority.

Prototypes of such transformation systems are matrix systems as considered in formal language theory, programmed graph transformation systems (see e.g. Bunke [Bun79, Bun82] and Schürr [Sch97]), and graph transformation systems with priorities (see Litovsky and Métivier [LM93]).

---

4 In Section 4, we introduce the notion of a transformation unit that encapsulates the four discussed components of graph transformation systems, i.e. a set of rules, descriptions of initial and terminal graphs, and control conditions, and allows additionally the use of other transformation units.
2.4 Properties of Graph Transformation

In the following, properties of graph transformation are discussed which are of interest if graph transformation is considered as a specification and programming method. The satisfaction of the discussed properties are not requested in general but may be helpful in certain contexts.

**Locality.** The rule-based character of graph transformation ensures a certain degree of locality of action as it manipulates mainly the occurrence of a rule. This principle is weakened in some respects. These may be non-local application conditions and non-local computations of new attributes. The deletion of dangling edges and the embedding mechanism as described above do not destroy the locality property since they concern the direct neighbourhood of the occurrence only. Using programmed graph transformation, the principle of locality is no longer obeyed.

**Invertability.** In many systems, such as databases and graphical tools, undo operations are desirable to reconstruct a previous state. Using graph transformation for specification, undo operations may be described by inverted rule applications. The application of a rule can be inverted if it satisfies the contact condition, the identification condition, if the morphism glue is injective, and if the embedding relation is empty (see [Ehr79]). Furthermore, all application conditions given for the left-hand side have to be transformed into equivalent right-hand side conditions. Moreover, in the case of attributed graphs, the transformation concerning the attribute part has to be invertible, too.

**Consistency conditions.** Consistency conditions concerning the existence and non-existence of subgraphs, cardinality restrictions for the number of in- and outgoing edges, etc. can be proven for all derived graphs. Some of the consistency conditions can be transformed into equivalent application conditions in the sense that, given a consistent graph, a transformation where these application conditions are satisfied produces a consistent graph again [HW95].

**Independence and confluence.** Two direct derivations \( G \Rightarrow_{r_1} G_1 \) and \( G \Rightarrow_{r_2} G_2 \) commute if there is a graph \( H \) such that \( G_1 \Rightarrow_{r_2} H \) and \( G_2 \Rightarrow_{r_1} H \). In the double-pushout approach, this is the case if the occurrences of two steps do not overlap in deleted nodes or edges [EK76]. A graph transformation system is confluent if for each two derivations \( G \Rightarrow^* G_1 \) and \( G \Rightarrow^* G_2 \) there is a graph \( H \) such that \( G_1 \Rightarrow^* H \) and \( G_2 \Rightarrow^* H \). Confluence implies that every graph can be transformed into at most one irreducible graph. To prove that a system is confluent, there is a method (in the double-pushout approach) based on the computation of critical pairs which are pairs of overlapping direct derivations [Plu93a].

**Termination.** A graph transformation system is called terminating if infinite derivations \( G_1 \Rightarrow G_2 \Rightarrow G_3 \Rightarrow \ldots \) are impossible. Simple sufficient conditions for termination are that each rule reduces the size of a graph or the number of occurrences of a fixed subset of labels. In general, however, termination is undecidable [Plu98]. A sufficient and necessary condition for termination (in the double-pushout approach) is that certain restricted derivations, so-called forward closures, always terminate [Plu95]. Forward closures can be inductively generated from the rules and have the property that each step in the derivation depends on some previous step.
**Complexity.** One central problem of graph transformation is the efficient matching of the left-hand side of a rule to a subgraph of the current working graph. Similar problems can also occur when testing the application conditions. Many ideas have been developed for an efficient implementation of the matching problem: A variant of OPS-5’s RETE matching algorithm may be used to maintain the set of all occurrences of a set of rules across derivation sequences [BGT91]. Other approaches are based on building search plans for matching purposes [RS97]. These search plans start at already known nodes or use indexes over node purposes, and the like to locate start nodes efficiently. Then they traverse edges — starting at known nodes — to extend a partial match step by step. Well-known techniques from constraint logic programming languages may be and are used to increase the probability of early failures and to reduce the number of candidate nodes to be considered [Züm95].

### 2.5 Existing Languages and Tools

Until now there are only few languages and tools available which are based on graph transformation. One of the very early visual programming languages based on graph transformation has been PLAN2D [DFS75]. Graph-transformation-based tools are PAGG [Göt88], GraphEd [Him01], Plexus [ Wan91], Progres [ Sch91b], Dacl [GKS91] and AGG [LB93]. Most of them contain a graph editor for drawing graphs, and an interpreter for graph transformation. The editors usually support graphical representations, mouse/menu-driven interfaces, and different views on graphs, like on different sections of a graph, different layouts or different levels of abstraction. The interpreters mostly are able to apply rules at occurrences which are selected by the user, or automatically. If the language offers programmed graph transformation, some of the interpreters provide a backtracking mechanism to perform the prescribed applications of rules. Moreover, some of them offer a type checker, a checker for graph-theoretic properties, automatic layout, or cross-compilers to Modula-2 and C programs.

### 3 Some Case Studies in Graph Transformation

In this section, we discuss four case studies that demonstrate typical applications of graph transformation. First, term graph rewriting for the evaluation of functional programs is presented as one of the oldest and most successful application domains. Second, parts of a graphical tool for editing and transforming graphs, the AGG-system, are specified to illustrate the usefulness of graph transformation for tool development. Third, a particular type of balanced trees with sophisticated rebalancing operations is specified as an example of an abstract data type specification. Finally, it is illustrated how the visual database query language HQL/EER is defined, indicating that graph transformation may play a similar role in the area of visual languages as context-free Chomsky grammars do in traditional programming language design. The latter two case studies are based on the Progres framework that provides an already far developed tool environment. The first and the second case studies employ algebraic approaches.

Though different approaches are used in the case studies, all of them may be considered as special cases of the graph transformation approach introduced in the previous section. Above all, the basic idea is always the same: If a system performs local manipulations of
complex, structured, maybe graphical objects, graph transformation is a good formalism to specify and program it.

3.1 Term Graph Rewriting

Equations over functional expressions are a common concept in specification and programming. They are an essential ingredient in functional programming, algebraic specification of abstract data types, and program verification. In this context, equations are used to compute the value of an expression or to prove the equality of two expressions. In both cases, equations are employed as directed rewrite rules which replace subterms (see [DJ90, BN98, Klo92]).

To implement rewriting efficiently, it is not adequate to represent expressions as strings or trees. This is because for these data structures, certain equations enforce a copying of subexpressions and hence multiply evaluation work. For example, the application of a distributive law

\[ x \times (y + z) = (x \times y) + (x \times z) \]

to a term of the form \( s \times (t + u) \) duplicates the subterm \( s \) which subsequently has to be evaluated twice.

This kind of inefficiency can be overcome when expressions are represented by graph-like structures which allow to share common subexpressions. For instance, the term \((s \times t) + (s \times u)\) resulting from the just mentioned rewrite step can be compactly represented by the graph structure in Figure 3 (where the triangles stand for representations of the subterms \( s, t, \) and \( u \)). With this representation, the subterm \( s \) has to be evaluated only once. To put it in another way, an evaluation of \( s \) in the graph corresponds to a parallel evaluation of two occurrences of \( s \) in the string or tree representation.

![Figure 3: A graph structure representing \((s \times t) + (s \times u)\)](image)

The name term graph rewriting, introduced in [BvEG+87], has come into use for the evaluation of expressions by graph transformation. In the following, we outline how term graph rewriting works and state fundamental properties of this computational model. We also highlight the relations to the conventional term rewriting model. Our presentation is based on the “jungle evaluation” approach to term graph rewriting [HP88, HKP91, HP91, Plu93b, Plu93c].

3.1.1 Term graphs

Term graphs are directed, acyclic hypergraphs in which hyperedges are labelled with function symbols and variables such that each node represents a term. We consider hyperedges with one source node and a sequence of zero or more target nodes. The number of target nodes (inclusive repetitions) is the fixed number of arguments of the function symbol by which the hyperedge is labelled. Figure 7 shows three term graphs.
with function symbols +, FIB, SUC, and 0, where + is binary, FIB and SUC are unary, and 0 is a constant. Hyperedges are depicted as boxes with inscribed labels, and filled circles represent nodes. A line connects each hyperedge with its source node, while arrows point to its target nodes. The order in the target sequence is given by the left-to-right order of the arrows leaving the box.

A node \( v \) in a term graph \( G \) represents the term

\[
\text{term}_G(v) = \begin{cases} 
\text{label}(e) & \text{if target}(e) \text{ is empty,} \\
\text{label}(e) \left( \text{term}_G(v_1), \ldots, \text{term}_G(v_n) \right) & \text{if target}(e) = v_1 \ldots v_n,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( e \) is the unique hyperedge with source \( v \), label\( (e) \) is the label of \( e \), and target\( (e) \) is the target sequence of \( e \). We assume that every term graph \( G \) has a node \( \text{root}_G \) from which each other node is reachable, and we write \( \text{term}(G) \) for \( \text{term}_G(\text{root}_G) \). As an example, the left term graph in Figure 7 represents the term \( \text{FIB}(\text{SUC}(\text{SUC}(0))) + \text{FIB}(\text{SUC}(\text{SUC}(0))) \)\(^5\). Nodes representing variables (i.e., source nodes of hyperedges labelled with variables) are called variable nodes.

To explain term graph rewrite steps, we use hypergraphs of a particular shape. Let \( \Diamond t \) be the variable collapsed tree for a term \( t \), i.e., a term graph with \( \text{term}(\Diamond t) = t \) in which only variable nodes are shared and in which each variable is represented by a unique node. For every term graph \( G \), we denote by \( G \) the hypergraph obtained by removing all hyperedges labelled with variables.

### 3.1.2 Rewriting

Let \( \mathcal{E} \) be a set of equations. We consider equations as left-to-right rewrite rules and require for each equation \( l = r \) that the variables in \( r \) occur also in \( l \), and that \( l \) is not a variable.

Let \( G \) and \( H \) be term graphs. Then there is an evaluation step from \( G \) to \( H \), denoted by \( G \Rightarrow_\mathcal{E} H \), if \( H \) is (up to isomorphism) the term graph constructed from \( G \) as follows:

1. Choose an equation \( l = r \) in \( \mathcal{E} \) and an occurrence \( g: \Diamond l \rightarrow G \) of \( \Diamond l \) in \( G \).
2. Remove the hyperedge with source \( g(\text{root}_\Diamond l) \), yielding a hypergraph \( D \).
3. Glue together \( D \) and \( \Diamond r \) by
   - (i) constructing the disjoint union \( D + \Diamond r \),
   - (ii) identifying \( g(\text{root}_\Diamond l) \) with \( \text{root}_\Diamond r \),
   - (iii) identifying \( g(v) \) with \( v' \), for all variable nodes \( v \) in \( \Diamond l \) and \( v' \) in \( \Diamond r \) satisfying \( \text{term}_\Diamond l(v) = \text{term}_\Diamond r(v') \).
4. Remove all nodes and hyperedges that are not reachable from \( \text{root}_G \).

Steps 1 to 3 together can alternatively be described as the application of a so-called evaluation rule for the equation \( l = r \). Evaluation rules are hypergraph transformation rules in the sense of Section 2. The shape of an evaluation rule for an equation \( F(t_1, \ldots, t_k) = r \) is shown in Figure 4. The left-hand hypergraph \( L \) is \( \Diamond F(t_1, \ldots, t_k) \) and the middle hypergraph \( K \) is obtained from \( L \) by removing the topmost hyperedge. The right-hand hypergraph \( R \) is constructed by gluing \( K \) with \( \Diamond r \). The embedding relation \( \text{emb} \) and the set \( \text{cond} \) of application conditions are both empty.

Step 4 in the above construction of evaluation steps is known as garbage collection in the implementation of functional programming languages. Garbage collection can also be described by hypergraph transformation rules, see Section 4.

\(^5\)We use + as an infix operator for better readability.
Figure 4: An evaluation rule (schematic)

Besides evaluation steps, we consider so-called collapse steps which enhance the degree of sharing in a term graph without changing the represented term. Given a term graph \( G \) with two distinct hyperedges \( e \) and \( e' \) that have identical labels and target sequences, the identification of \( e \) and \( e' \) (including their source nodes) realizes a collapse step \( G \Rightarrow_c H \).

To specify collapse steps by rules, a collapse rule as shown in Figure 5 is assigned to each function symbol and each variable. Collapse rules have an empty embedding relation and an application condition requiring that an occurrence of the left-hand side must not identify the two hyperedges. For instance, the collapse rule for the function symbol \( \text{fib} \) is applied in the first rewrite step of Figure 7.

Figure 5: A collapse rule6

In standard implementations of functional programming languages, collapsing is usually not employed (but see [Kah92] for an implementation based on fully collapsed term graphs). We allow collapse steps for several reasons. Firstly, they are needed to deal properly with equations having repeated variables in their left-hand sides. Without collapsing, such an equation may not be applicable to a term graph although it is applicable to the represented term. Secondly, collapsing makes term graph rewriting complete for equational proofs in the same sense as term rewriting is. That is, two term graphs are equivalent with respect to the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of the rewrite relation whenever their represented terms are equivalent with respect to the given equations. This property—which fails without collapsing, see [Plu93b]—is particularly important when term graph rewriting is used in implementations of theorem provers. Finally, the example of the next subsection will demonstrate that collapsing may speed up the evaluation process drastically in certain cases. In this respect, collapsing is related to the memoization technique in functional programming (see [Hug85]) which has been studied for term graph rewriting in [Hof92].
3.1.3 An Example: the Fibonacci function

The following equations define the Fibonacci function on natural numbers (where \texttt{SUC} denotes the successor function):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{FIB}(0) &= 0 \\
\text{FIB}(\text{SUC}(0)) &= \text{SUC}(0) \\
\text{FIB}(\text{SUC}(\text{SUC}(x))) &= \text{FIB}(\text{SUC}(x)) + \text{FIB}(x)
\end{align*}
\]

The evaluation rule for the third equation is depicted in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows a collapse step and an evaluation step with the rule of Figure 6. Note that the two \texttt{SUC}-hyperedges in the middle term graph are removed by garbage collection.

![Figure 6: The evaluation rule for the third Fibonacci equation](image)

![Figure 7: A collapse step and an evaluation step](image)

\[\text{The notation } 1\equiv 2 \text{ means that node 1 is glued with node 2.}\]
The evaluation step corresponds to two consecutive term rewriting steps on the term represented by the middle term graph:

\[
\begin{align*}
FIB(\text{SUC}(\text{SUC}(0))) + FIB(\text{SUC}(\text{SUC}(0))) \\
&\rightarrow (FIB(\text{SUC}(0)) + FIB(0)) + FIB(\text{SUC}(\text{SUC}(0))) \\
&\rightarrow (FIB(\text{SUC}(0)) + FIB(0)) + (FIB(\text{SUC}(0)) + FIB(0))
\end{align*}
\]

Suppose that we want to evaluate a term \( t = FIB(\text{SUC}(\ldots \text{SUC}(0) \ldots)) \) according to the three Fibonacci equations. Using term graph rewriting, this requires space and a number of evaluation and collapse steps linear in the size of \( t \) if a suitable strategy for applying evaluation and collapse steps is chosen (see [HP91]). In contrast, evaluating \( t \) by term rewriting (or by term graph rewriting without collapsing) requires space and a number of rewrite steps exponential in the size of \( t \), no matter which rewrite strategy is used.

### 3.1.4 Properties of term graph rewriting

We consider the transformation of term graphs by evaluation and collapse steps in an arbitrary order. To this end, let \( \Rightarrow_R \) be the union of the relations \( \Rightarrow_E \) and \( \Rightarrow_C \). We write \( t \Rightarrow_E u \) for a term rewrite step with an equation from \( E \). The reflexive-transitive closures of the relations \( \Rightarrow_R \) and \( \Rightarrow_E \) are denoted by \( \Rightarrow_R^* \) and \( \Rightarrow_E^* \).

**Soundness and completeness.** Term graph rewriting is sound in the sense that every step realizes a sequence of term rewrite steps \( G \Rightarrow_R H \) implies \( \text{term}(G) \Rightarrow_E^* \text{term}(H) \) [HP88, HP91]. Moreover, we have completeness with respect to the equivalence generated by the given equations. That is, \( G \Leftrightarrow_R^* H \) if and only if \( \text{term}(G) \Leftrightarrow_E^* \text{term}(H) \), where \( \Leftrightarrow_R^* \) and \( \Leftrightarrow_E^* \) are the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closures of \( \Rightarrow_R \) and \( \Rightarrow_E \). It follows that term graph rewriting is a complete proof method for the equational theory of \( E \) [Plu93b, Plu93c].

**Termination.** If term rewriting with \( E \) is terminating (meaning that infinite chains of \( \Rightarrow_E \)-steps are impossible), then the same holds for \( \Rightarrow_R \). The converse, however, need not hold. So term graph rewriting terminates for more equation sets than term rewriting [HP88, HP91]. The reason is that the sharing created by equations with repeated variables in their right-hand sides may exclude certain term rewrite derivations. Termination of term graph rewriting can be proved by a *recursive path order* on term graphs which generalizes the corresponding order for terms (see [Plu97]).

**Evaluation strategies.** Evaluation strategies for term rewriting restrict the non-determinism of rewriting. Such strategies are called normalizing if they lead to an evaluated term whenever possible. For certain classes of equation sets, normalizing term rewriting strategies can be turned into normalizing term graph rewriting strategies [BvEG+87, Plu91a, Rao95].

**Confluence.** This property means that arbitrary rewrite sequences starting from a common object can be extended such that they end in a common object. Confluence implies that no object can be evaluated to more than one irreducible object. Term rewriting is confluent whenever term graph rewriting is, but the converse does not hold in general.
To test term graph rewriting for confluence, there is a method based on the analysis of critical pairs of term graph rewrite steps [Plu94]. A survey of (positive and negative) confluence results for term graph rewriting over various classes of equation sets is given in [AKP98].

Modularity. It is known that the union of two equation sets $E$ and $E'$, which are both terminating under term rewriting and have disjoint function symbols, may yield a non-terminating set $E \cup E'$. In contrast, termination of $E$ and $E'$ under term graph rewriting carries over to $E \cup E'$ [Plu91b]. This is a nice consequence of the fact that term graph rewriting terminates more often than term rewriting. If the two sets are additionally confluent, then so is the resulting set [Plu93b]. For both modularity properties, $E$ and $E'$ may have certain function symbols in common. See [K095, Rao96] for recent extensions of the above modularity results.

3.1.5 Summary

Term graph rewriting is a computational model which is more efficient than the conventional term rewriting model and which is close to real implementations. In fact, term graph rewriting is a common implementation technique for lazy functional programming languages, as witnessed by the books of Peyton Jones [Pey87] and Plasmeijer and van Eekelen [PvE93].

Term graph rewriting is sound and complete for equational computations in the same sense as term rewriting is, but differs from the latter in properties like termination and confluence. With respect to termination and modularity, the graph model behaves even more friendly.

Variations of the here presented rewriting model have been considered by various authors. See, for example, [Sta80, Pad82, BvEG+87, GKM87, AK96]. Extensions deal with cyclic term graphs and infinite computations [FW90, KKSdV94], and with term graph rewriting for logic programming and equation solving [CMR+91, CR93, CW94, HP96]. An area related to term graph rewriting is graph reduction for the lambda calculus. From the numerous literature of this area we mention only [Wad71, Lam90, AL95].

3.2 Specification of an Interactive Graphical Tool

Often, the objects of an interactive graphical tool can be represented as graphs, and its operations can be modelled by graph transformation. Here we consider the Agg-system being developed at TU Berlin, a tool for editing and transforming graphs, and show how parts of it can themselves be specified by graph transformation (see also [LB93, TB94]).

3.2.1 The Agg-system

The Agg-system is a prototype implementation of the algebraic approach to graph transformation. It contains a flexible graph editor with a transformation component that applies user-selected rules at automatically or user-selected occurrences.

The editor supports the mouse/menu-driven creation and modification of graphs and rules. The underlying graphs of Agg are hierarchical graphs, with higher-order edges, i.e. edges between edges. Such graphs, also called Agg-graphs in the following, are useful to
describe and manipulate graphs, rules and occurrences in a uniform way. They include the usual definition of graphs as a special case. Higher-order edges are used to represent relations between graphs as graphs again. Common relations between graphs are rules and occurrences of graphs. Edges between objects of any order, e.g. between an edge and a node, are also possible. Graphs can be abstracted to nodes, bundles of edges can be abstracted to single edges. The formal definition of this concept, which can be found in e.g. [LB93], regards graphs as a set of objects with three partial mappings: source, target, and abstraction. A node is an object whose source and target are undefined. Some rather obvious consistency conditions have to be enforced, e.g. the abstraction mapping has to be compatible with the source and target mapping, and it has to be acyclic.

The editor can show different views on a graph in different windows, and allows several graphs to be edited concurrently, each on different abstraction levels. An abstraction level may be shown in different windows. All windows can be used for editing as well as for transformation. Any change in one window immediately propagates to all windows showing that graph.

Some editing operations are tailored to the manipulation of rules, occurrences, and transformations: a gluing operation merges two objects to a new object that inherits the incidence relations of the original objects, and a connecting copy operation draws edges between all original objects and their copies.

Two consecutive snapshots shall illustrate how the AGG-system allows graphs, rules, and occurrences to be handled in a uniform way.

Figure 8 shows a rule together with an occurrence on two different abstraction levels, i.e. the graph level in the left window and the diagram level in the right window. In the left window, circles and solid arrows display graphs: the left-hand side of the rule (up left), its right-hand side (up right), and the host graph to which the rule shall be applied (down left). Dashed arrows display relations between these graphs: the glue component of the rule (horizontal dashed arrows), and its occurrence (vertical dashed arrows). In general, dashed arrows may connect edges to edges; see Figure 9, at the bottom.

The right window presents the same rule and occurrence on a higher abstraction level, the diagram level: The left-hand side of the rule, its right-hand side as well as the host

Figure 8: Rule and occurrence: graph level and diagram level
graph are abstracted to a single node, respectively. The left upper node is the abstraction of the left-hand side, the right upper one of the right-hand side, and the lower one of the host graph. The glue and occurrence relation have been abstracted to single arrows: All dashed arrows pointing from nodes of the left-hand side to those of the right-hand side are represented by a single dashed arrow from the abstraction of the left-hand side to the abstraction of the right-hand side. Analogously, all dashed arrows from the left-hand side to the host graph are abstracted to a single dashed arrow pointing from the abstraction of the left-hand side to the abstraction of the host graph.

Applying the rule at the indicated occurrence leads to the situation shown in Figure 9. The diagram level of Figure 9 contains a rectangle where the derived graph and its relations to the host graph and the right-hand side of the rule are indicated. The graph level in the left window shows this in more detail. (The transformation component implements the single-pushout approach to graph transformation, see [Löw93].) Note that the node of the host graph, the two dashed arrows point to, is deleted because only one of the corresponding nodes in the left-hand side belongs to the interface graph. Moreover, the node in the right-hand side corresponding to this interface node is deleted together with all dangling edges.

In general, graphs may have more than two abstraction levels. Thereby, large graphs can be structured by hiding details in lower levels of abstraction.

### 3.2.2 Modelling the AGG-system by Graph Transformation

We now discuss some interesting aspects of specifying the AGG-system by graph transformation. The states of the AGG-system are described by attributed graphs in the sense of Section 2.1. We represent AGG-objects like windows, AGG-graphs, abstraction levels, AGG-nodes, AGG-edges, etc. by nodes, and the relations between them by edges. Properties of AGG-objects, like their position, type, state of selection, etc. are reflected by attributes of the corresponding nodes.
The representation has three facets:

1. The **logical structure** of AGG-graphs is represented by nodes of type\(^7\) **object** that are connected by source (s), target (t) and abstraction (a) edges. **object-nodes** representing AGG-nodes do not have outgoing s- or t-edges.) In this way, higher-order edges and the abstraction mechanism can be modelled easily. In addition, **abstrlevel-nodes** represent a chain of abstraction levels for each graph. Every object points (by an untyped edge) to the **abstrlevel-node** it belongs to.

2. The **system state** of the AGG-system is specified by further nodes representing windows, the cursor etc. Selection and hiding of AGG-objects is described by special attributes of **object-nodes**.

3. The **layout of graphs** is described by different types of attributes, e.g. the position and type of AGG-nodes, the size and position of windows, the bending of AGG-edges, the visibility of AGG-objects, etc.

Figure 10 shows the representation of a state of the AGG-system with one graph, consisting of two abstraction levels: the lower one contains one node with a loop, and is displayed in two windows; the upper level is empty, and not displayed at all; the cursor indicates the current window. Only the position attributes of cursor, windows, AGG-objects are shown. (The position of an AGG-edge is given by the positions of its source and target, and its bending points, if any.) The initial state of the AGG-system is bordered with dashed lines; its initial graph is given by one abstraction level which is empty.

An editor operation or a transformation step in the AGG-system is modelled by a graph transformation according to the single-pushout approach mentioned in Section 2, extended with application conditions.

As an example, we consider how the AGG-operation **open new window** is modelled. This operation opens a new window which becomes the current window. Its size is adjusted by parameter values for the position of its upper left corner (ulc) and lower right corner (lrc). All objects of the previous current window are displayed in this new window as long as they fit into it; for each object it has to be decided whether it is visible in the new window, or not.

This operation is modelled by two co-operating graph transformation rules. The rule

\(^7\)In this case study, nodes are labelled by their type.
new window (newlrc \_x, newlrc \_y), (newulc \_x, newulc \_y):

\[
\text{cursor} \rightarrow \text{window} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{cursor} \rightarrow \text{window}
\]

\[
\text{abstr.
level} \quad \leftarrow \quad \text{abstr.
level}
\]

if newulc \_x < newlrc \_x and newulc \_y > newlrc \_y

Figure 11: Rule for opening a new window

show node:

\[
\text{abstr.
level} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{window} \quad \leftarrow \quad \text{object}
\]

\[
\text{window} \rightarrow \text{ulc} \_x, \text{ulc} \_y \quad \leftarrow \quad \text{object}
\]

\[
\text{object} \rightarrow \text{pos} \_x, \text{pos} \_y
\]

\[
\text{vis} = \begin{cases} 
\text{true, if } \text{ulc} \_x < \text{pos} \_x < \text{ulc} \_x \quad \text{and} \quad \text{ulc} \_y > \text{pos} \_y > \text{ulc} \_y \\
\text{false, otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Figure 12: Rule for computing the visibility of nodes

new window is depicted in Figure 11. Its input parameters set the size attributes of the new window-node (if they are consistent). After its application the rule show node is applied as long as it is applicable. This rule determines the visible graph objects in the current window.

The application of new window works as presented in Section 2: Choose an occurrence of the left-hand side in some AGG-state graph. Check the application condition (shown down left). Remove the edge issuing from the occurrence of the cursor-node. Glue the right-hand side to this graph, i.e. insert a new window-node, and connect it by two edges, coming from the cursor-node, and leading to the abstrlevel-node, resp., and set its attribute values according to the rule’s parameters. (There is no additional embedding step.)

The rule show node depicted in Figure 12 determines whether a graph object belonging to the current abstraction level is visible, or not. On the left-hand side of the rule, an object-node and a vis-edge are struck through to indicate a negative context condition.\(^8\) (Implicitly, the s-edge is negative context, too.) To apply this rule, an occurrence of the left-hand side without the negative context has to be found, such that it cannot be extended by the “forbidden” nodes and edges. This asserts that the object represents

\(^8\)As pointed out in Section 2, negative context conditions are application conditions. Hence, they fit into the general framework of graph transformation presented in Section 2.
an AGG-node (it must not issue an s-edge), and that its visibility edge has not been computed already. A rule show edge similar to show node is needed to compute the visibility of AGG-edges, depending on the visibility of their source and target nodes.

In order to perform the AGG-operation open new window, the rules show node and show edge have to be applied as long as possible after every application of new window.

Other AGG-operations, like insertion and deletion of nodes, edges and abstraction levels, gluing and copying, have been specified similarly by such a kind of controlled graph transformation. Together with the initial AGG-state (shown as part of Figure 10), we obtain a graph grammar describing all reachable AGG-states.

Consistency conditions. AGG-states satisfy consistency conditions, such as the following:

(1) There is exactly one current window.

(2) Every window shows objects of one abstraction level.

(3) Every object is either visible or not.

(4) The ulc- and lrc-values of a window are consistent, i.e. \( ulc_x < lrc_x \) and \( ulc_y > lrc_y \).

It has to be shown that the modelling of every AGG-operation preserves these consistency conditions. For open new window, it can be stated that it does not violate condition (1) since the cursor is moved to the new window. Rule show node (and similarly show edge) is applied to each object of the current abstraction level. Thus, condition (2) is preserved. According to their negative context conditions, these rules are applied to each object exactly once so that condition (3) is satisfied. Condition (4) is enforced by the application condition of rule new window.

Moreover, the consistency check can be done automatically by transforming all consistency conditions into equivalent application conditions for the rule in the sense that, given a consistent graph, an application of rule new window where the additional application conditions are satisfied yields a consistent graph again. (Compare Section 2.4 (Consistency conditions).)

Further properties. The applications of rule show node to each AGG-node on the current abstraction level are independent of each other since they modify different parts of the AGG-state graph. Thus, they can also be applied in parallel, in order to speed up the computation process for a new AGG-state graph.

An undo/redo-mechanism is very helpful for editors. Modelling it here with graph transformation the given rules have to be inverted.\(^9\) Looking at the AGG-operation open new window this is possible by defining an AGG-operation close window modelled by the application of the inverted rule of show node, now without application conditions, to each node of the current abstraction level (similarly for edges). Moreover, the inverted rule of new window has to be applied here also without its application condition.

Although this undo/redo-mechanism looks complicated the invertibility of rules offers a more or less automatic way to provide undo/redo-functionality.

3.2.3 Summary

The above description of AGG-states by graphs and AGG-operations by graph transformations is imperative, and rather close to object-based description methods. Its graphical

\(^9\)Note that a single-pushout rule can be inverted if it is injective and satisfies the contact condition.
presentation demonstrates that graph transformation leads to intuitive, constructive specifications that can be checked thoroughly for consistency. Similar work has been done in [Zün95] where a development environment for Progres has been specified in Progres itself.

The biggest problem in developing a graph specification of the AGG-system has been its complexity. AGG allows different views of graphs to be displayed in several windows, and offers complex editor operations. Refinement possibilities for a stepwise incorporation of more (structural) information would help to manage this complexity. Starting with the logical description of AGG-graphs, the specification may be refined by incorporating the system states of AGG and later on tackling also the graphical layout of AGG-graphs. (Compare Subsection 3.2.2) Tools for consistency checking would support the development of correct specifications.

It is planned to extend the AGG-system by a more comprehensive transformation component, a system manager, a consistency checker, a tool for checking the independence of transformations, and a tool for defining the layout of graphs. Such a system would offer a comprehensive set of tools for the specification of software by graph transformation. It is a challenge to specify the kernel of this extended system in itself, which is possible only if a modularity concept for graph transformation is available, and to show the consistency of this specification.

3.3 Specification of an Abstract Data Type

This and the following section report on the usage of the graph transformation-based language Progres for specifying and prototyping abstract data types as well as visual (programming) languages. The name Progres is a short-hand for PROgramming with Graph REwriting Systems.

Progres and its integrated programming environment have been developed by the graph grammar group of M. Nagl at RWTH Aachen. They are the first attempt to define and implement a graph transformation-based, strongly typed programming language with well-defined syntax, and static and dynamic semantics [Sch90, Sch91b]. Being a mixed textual and diagrammatic language, it permits quite different styles of programming, and supports

1. graphical as well as textual definition of graph (database) schemata with declaration of derived graph properties,

2. rule-oriented and diagrammatic specification of atomic graph transformation steps by means of parametrized graph transformation rules with complex preconditions, and

3. imperative programming of composite graph transformation processes by means of deterministic and non-deterministic control structures.

In some respect, Progres is rather similar to so-called visual database languages, as for instance Hy+ [CM93], QBD* [ACS90], or GOOD [GPTvdB93]. But note that these languages are either pure query languages, or have only very limited support for the definition of complex transformations. In contrast, Progres and its programming environment support definition and manipulation of data to the same extent [Zün95].
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3.3.1 Red/black trees and graph schemata

The language PROGRES was mainly designed for the specification of CASE tools [ELN+92]. But gradually it became obvious that it is also a kind of visual (database) programming language, and that it might even be used as a very high-level language for implementing graph-like data types.

The running example of this section are red/black trees (cf. [CLR90]), a special kind of almost height-balanced binary search trees. Red/black trees have edges (or sometimes nodes) of two different colours (black and red). They compute the heights of their sub-trees to be balanced with respect to black edges only. As a consequence, the height of the left and the right subtree of a node may differ up to a factor of 2. This increases the time complexity of search operations, but reduces the necessary rebalancing overhead of insert and remove operations considerably. This example has been selected in order to demonstrate the advantages of programming with graph transformation rules in contrast to the usage of conventional programming languages. Red/black trees have rather complex tree restructuring operations, but their data model is just a binary tree with coloured nodes. Therefore, we have to emphasize that PROGRES allows for the definition of arbitrary directed (attributed) graphs and is not restricted to trees. Nevertheless, we do believe that it makes sense to specify even tree-like data structures with PROGRES, thereby profiting from the language’s elaborated type system and its visual rule-oriented character.

The language’s graph data model are attributed graphs (cf. Section 2.1) with typed nodes and typed directed edges. Node attributes, and binary relations between nodes are either extensionally defined and manipulated by graph transformation rules (as intrinsic attributes and edges) or they are intensionally defined and maintained by the PROGRES runtime system (as derived attributes and materialized path expressions). A lazy and incremental evaluation process keeps derived data in a consistent state [KSW95].

The PROGRES graph schema for red/black trees can be defined using either a graphical (Entity-Relationship diagram like) representation or/and a more detailed textual representation. The latter one is displayed in Figure 13 and defines the following invariants:

1. Different nodes in a tree have different integer values as key attributes (cf. declaration of the intrinsic, i.e. not derived, attribute \textbf{value} in (1)).

2. A red/black tree contains only one type of nodes, but different types of edges (cf. declaration of node type \textbf{RENode} in (11) and edge types \textbf{black}(l)eaf in (2), etc.).

3. Any parent/child edge is either red or black and leads either to a left or a right child (cf. declaration of derived relations/paths \textbf{left} in (6), \textbf{right} in (7), and \textbf{parent} in (8)).

4. Any node has at most one left and right child and at most one parent node (cf. cardinality constraints of the form \textbf{0..1} in (6), (7) and (8)).

5. The height of a subtree is the maximum number of black edges on any path to one of its leaves (cf. declaration of the derived attributes \textbf{height}, \textbf{lheight}, and \textbf{rheight} in (1)).

6. The height of the left subtree of a node is always equal to the height of its right subtree (cf. declaration of restriction \textbf{balanced} in (9)).

7. The target of a red coloured edge is never the source of another red coloured edge (cf. declaration of restriction \textbf{correctColored} in (10)).
(1) node class RBNODE
     intrinsic
     key Value : integer;
     derived
     Height : integer = max ( self.lHeight, self.rHeight );
     lHeight = [ self.bl->.Height + 1 | self.rl->.Height + 1 ];
     rHeight = [ self.br->.Height + 1 | self.rr->.Height + 1 ];
     end;
(2) edge type bl : RBNODE [0:1] -> RBNODE [0:1];
(3) edge type br : RBNODE [0:1] -> RBNODE [0:1];
(4) edge type rl : RBNODE [0:1] -> RBNODE [0:1];
(5) edge type rr : RBNODE [0:1] -> RBNODE [0:1];
(6) path left : RBNODE [0:1] -> RBNODE [0:1] =
     [ -bl-> | -rl-> ]
     end;
(7) path right : RBNODE [0:1] -> RBNODE [0:1] =
     [ -br-> | -rr-> ]
     end;
(8) path parent : RBNODE [0:1] -> RBNODE [0:1] =
     [ <-left= | <-right= ]
     end;
(9) restriction balanced : RBNODE =
     valid ( self.lHeight = self.rHeight )
     end;
(10) restriction correctColoured : RBNODE =
     not with (<-rl- or <-rr- ) or not with (-rl-> or -rr->)
     end;
(11) node type RBNode : RBNODE end;
(12) ...

Figure 13: Cutout of red/black tree graph schema

Figure 14 contains two examples of binary search trees with coloured edges. The first one in the figure's top left corner contains a red path of length two from node 2 to node 6, thus violating the integrity constraint correctColoured in (10). The operation RotateRR on the right of Figure 14 — explained within the following subsection — restructures the given tree into a legal red/black tree, presented in the figure's bottom left corner. Please note that restrictions may be used to specify the invariants or static integrity constraints of a given data structure. Intermediate graph transformation results may violate these constraints, but automatically inserted runtime checks ensure that specified top-level transactions either abort or return consistent results only (like transaction Insert of Figure 16). For ongoing work concerning the verification — instead of runtime validation — of (graphically expressed) integrity constraints the reader is referred to [HW95].

The distinction between node classes and node types in Figure 13 needs a more detailed explanation. RBNode is a concrete node type, which belongs to the abstract node class RBNODE. PROGRES has a stratified type system, where types of nodes are "first class objects". Node classes within multiple inheritance hierarchies are types of node types and determine all common properties of their node type instances. For instance, any node of type RBNode of class RBNODE has the above mentioned attributes and is a legal source or target for the introduced edge types and paths (Section 3.4 gives an example of a more interesting class hierarchy).

3.3.2 Graph transformation rules and transactions

To ensure all the afore-mentioned properties, red/black trees must be reorganized after insertion or deletion of certain nodes. The "backbone" for the reorganization process
are four subtree-rotation operations. Figure 15 presents the pseudocode for one of the tree rotating operations (slightly simplified). It is called \texttt{RotateERR}, since it deals with two \texttt{r} (right) \texttt{r} (red) edges which meet each other. It is a slightly modified version of the operation \texttt{LeftRotate} in [CLR90] which is rather difficult to understand. In contrast, the PROGRES specification of \texttt{RotateERR}, shown in Figure 14, consists of a rule which is very similar to the graphical explanation of \texttt{LeftRotate} given in [CLR90]. It clearly states that \texttt{RotateERR} reorganizes a subtree with root \texttt{x} such that its red right child \texttt{y} becomes the root of the reorganized subtree. Its application to a given (red/black) tree graph is divided in the five basic steps \texttt{Choose}, \texttt{Check}, \texttt{Remove}, \texttt{Glue}, and \texttt{Embed} of Section 2.2.

The rule's left-hand side \texttt{L} (above the separator :=) defines the graph pattern which has to be transformed. It matches a subgraph of a given host graph which consists of the given node \texttt{b = n}, its parent \texttt{y}, and the parent \texttt{x} of \texttt{y}. Both nodes \texttt{y} and \texttt{b} have to be red right children of their parents. Furthermore, the node \texttt{y} may or may not have a black left child \texttt{a}. Its optional existence is visualized by using a dashed box as its representation. Please note that the node inscription \texttt{b = n} requires that \texttt{b} is always bound to the actual value of the rule's input parameter \texttt{n}. In general, the symbol “\texttt{=}” in the left-hand side links node identifiers to input parameters, while a “\texttt{=}” in the right-hand side links node identifiers from the right-hand side to those of the left-hand side. The rule application steps \texttt{Choose} and \texttt{Check} are just responsible for finding appropriate matches for the remaining three node variables \texttt{x}, \texttt{y}, and \texttt{a}.

The rule's right-hand side \texttt{R} defines the subgraph which replaces the selected match of its left-hand side. It consists of four nodes with inscriptions of the form \texttt{v'} = ‘v where v’
procedure RotateRR(n) =
  /* Compute match of variables y and x. */
  y := parent[n]; x := parent[y];
  /* Make black left child of y a black right child of x. */
  right[x] := left[y]; rightColour[x] := black;
  if left[y] ≠ nil then parent[left[y]] := x;
  /* Redirect black left or right edge and make parent of x a parent of y. */
  parent[y] := parent[x];
  if x = left[parent[x]] then left[parent[x]] := y else right[parent[x]] := y;
  /* Make x a red left child of y. */
  left[y] := x; leftColour[y] := red;
  parent[x] := y;
end

Figure 15: Pseudocode for operation RotateRR

is a node identifier of the right-hand side and \( v \) is a node identifier of the left-hand side. This is the PROGRES notation for defining the interface graph \( K \) and its occurrence glue in \( R \). The presented rule preserves all matched nodes, but deletes and creates a number of edges. It has the effect that \( x \) becomes the red left child of \( y \), \( b \) becomes the red right child of \( y \), and \( a \) becomes the black, right child of \( x \) (REMOVE and GLUE). Furthermore, the line starting with embedding redirects any incoming black left or right edge from the old root node \( x \) to the new root node \( y \) (EMBED).

The remaining basic operations for tree rotation are defined in a similar way. All needed red/black tree interface operations are then programmed by means of imperative control structures and calls to graph transformation rules or graph-traversing paths. Figure 16 contains the specification of the operation Insert which first selects the correct place for inserting a new value (simultaneously reorganizing the tree where needed), then inserts a new leaf, and finally reorganizes again the tree by means of rotating rules. For further details see [Sch94], which contains a complete specification of red/black trees.

Finally, we should mention that the presented example did not make use of all available PROGRES features. For instance, node types are first-class objects which may be used as parameter values of graph transformation rules and have their own meta-attributes (cf. Section 3.4). Furthermore, PROGRES offers means to deal with non-determinism, an inherent property of our graph transformation paradigm. They vary from collecting and manipulating sets of all possible outcomes (of atomic values) to a Prolog-like style of programming with built-in backtracking capabilities. Finally, its graph transformation rules support
1. the selection of injective as well as non-injective occurrences of their left-hand sides,
2. the definition of application conditions in the form of predicate logic formulas over (derived) node attributes and path expressions, and
3. the construction of edges between new nodes and the context graph by means of textual as well as graphical embedding rules.

3.3.3 Summary

We have presented the graph transformation language PROGRES, and its application to the specification of a well-known data structure. The language provides its users with diagrammatic and textual constructs for the definition of graph schemata, derived graph
transaction Insert ( Val: integer ) =
  use n: RBNODE do
    GetRoot ( out n )
    & loop
      choose
      Split ( n, out n )
      & Rotate ( n, out n )
    else
      n := n.down ( Val )
    end
    & ( InsertRight ( n, Val, out n )
      or InsertLeft ( n, Val, out n ) )
    & Rotate ( n, out n )
  end;
path down ( Val: integer ) : RBNODE [0:1] -> RBNODE [0:1] =
    valid ( Val < self.Value ) ? -left->
    valid ( Val > self.Value ) ? -right-> ]
end;

Figure 16: Complex graph transformation for insertion of red/black tree

properties, graph transformation rules, and complex graph transformation processes. The examples have been produced with the Progres environment, which offers means to create, analyze, and execute specifications. Furthermore, two compiler backends were recently added, which translate a given Progres specification into equivalent Modula-2 or C code.

The latest version of the Progres environment is available as free software for Sun workstations (see WWW page http://www-i3.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/research/progres/index.html). It contains a rapid prototyping tool which translates any given specification into a stand-alone C program with a Tk/Tcl-based user interface. Generated prototypes store their graphs in the graph-oriented database system GRAS [KSW95]. In such a way, our graph transformation environment supports the specification and realization of abstract data types or, more generally, of tools which manipulate complex data structures (as in Section 3.2). It is subject of current research activities to develop new compiler backends for generating C++ programs, which store their graphs either in main memory or in an object-oriented database system.

Experience with Progres at various sites (cf. Section 3.4) has shown that there are needs for further enhancement:
1. The data model should be generalized to support (attributed) hyperedges and hierarchical graphs (as used in Sections 3.1 and 3.2).
2. Concepts for modularization should be developed to structure large specifications into small, reusable parts with well-defined interfaces.
3. It should be possible to define language subsets that can be executed more efficiently and allow to use Progres for specific applications, e.g. term graph rewriting in Section 3.1.

Serious efforts must still be made to develop a new graph-transformation-based language and environment with a suitable module concept and mechanisms to adapt its graph data model and graph transformation approach to the specific needs of selected application areas. This is partly the topic of Section 4.
3.4 Definition of a Visual Language

Over the years, graphical (or visual) software tools and environments are taking over the role of purely text-oriented terminal display. An illustrative example can be found in the field of CASE environments, where, for instance, class diagrams support the modelling of the structural aspects of a software system, while data flow diagrams, state transition diagrams, or Petri nets support the modelling of its dynamic aspects. The user of such CASE environments deals with documents written in a visual language instead of a textual language. In this section we illustrate with an example the potentials of graph transformation for the formal definition of diagram languages. The chosen example is the hybrid database query language HQL/EER for an Extended Entity-Relationship model (EER) [AE94, AE96], which allows the specification of database queries partly graphically and partly textually.

In this section we present a short informal introduction to HQL/EER, and briefly illustrate with a simple example how syntax and semantics of its graphical part may be defined by a graph grammar specification. For the latter purpose, we use the Progres language and environment, which has already been introduced in Section 3.3. See [And96] for the complete specification of HQL/EER.

3.4.1 The hybrid database query language HQL/EER

HQL/EER allows the formulation of queries on a database, the structure of which has been defined by a schema based on an Extended Entity-Relationship model [EGH+92]. A small example EER database schema, visually represented as an EER diagram, is shown in Figure 17. It defines the structure of the entity PERSON, which has a single-valued attribute Name of type string and a list-valued attribute Addr with address as (predefined) type for the list members. Thus, a database instance consists of PERSON entities, where each PERSON entity has a name and a list of addresses as attributes.

![Sample EER diagram](image)

Figure 17: Sample EER diagram

The EER model has been equipped with a textual SQL-like query language called SQL/EER [HE92]. By extending SQL/EER with graphical alternatives for its language constructs, we have obtained the Hybrid Query Language HQL/EER. In this language the database user can choose which part of a query he or she wants to express graphically or textually, respectively.

Figure 18 gives a purely graphical query in HQL/EER, where the node drawn in bold indicates which information shall be retrieved: the names of all persons who share an address with John.

![Sample HQL/EER query](image)

Figure 18: Sample HQL/EER query

The example shows that an HQL/EER query consists of nodes and edges, labelled with names from the corresponding EER diagram. Hence, the graphical part of an HQL/EER
query can be viewed as a graph (cf. Section 2.1), and its syntactical structure can be defined by a graph grammar.

3.4.2 The syntax definition of HQL/EER

![Graph Representation of an HQL/EER Query](image)

The syntax of HQL/EER is defined by a graph grammar in two steps: an appropriate graph representation of words of the visual language is chosen, and then the language of those graphs is defined by a graph grammar. A graph in this language may be associated to the graphical part of a hybrid query as follows (cf. Figure 19, which shows the nodes and edges of the graph corresponding to the hybrid query of Figure 18):

1. All graphical elements of the query (i.e., both nodes and edges) are represented by nodes. Nodes corresponding to edges in the query of Figure 18 are shown at the bottom, while nodes corresponding to nodes in the query are shown directly above. A node representing an edge of the query is linked to the nodes representing its source and target by means of suitably labelled edges. The design decision to represent edges of a query by nodes, too, is due to the (technical) restriction of PROGRES that node types may be refined in a graph schema, while edge types may not. The use of nodes to represent edges allows to specify the transformation rules in terms of language constructs ("entity", "relationship", . . . ) and keep them independent from any particular EER database schema. EER database schema-dependent elements now only occur in a clearly identifiable part of the graph schema (i.e. subclasses and node types added to the EER schema-independent part of this graph schema).

2. The graph representation also contains a node for each (sub)query in the graphical part of the query. Since the query of Figure 18 has no subqueries, its graph representation contains a single query-node, linked (indirectly) to those nodes that correspond to nodes in the query. However, one node can play different "roles" in a query, as illustrated by the address-node in Figure 18. Since it is impossible to have parallel edges (with identical label) in PROGRES, intermediate constituent-nodes were introduced.

3. The labels of nodes in the graph representation are either dependent on and derived from a concrete EER diagram (like person or address), or are independent of any concrete EER diagram (like query, constituent or ∈).
4. Non-structural characteristics of the query are stored in node-attributes. The table below shows the “syntactic” attributes of two nodes of the graph of Figure 19. The fact that a string-node is selected for output (respectively has the value John) is represented by setting the boolean flag Output of the corresponding constituent-node to TRUE (respectively by setting the string-valued attribute Value of the string-node to John).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id.</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Att. Name</th>
<th>Attribute Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>499</td>
<td>constituent</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>John</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, we formally define the language of graphs representing (the graphical part of) HQL/EER queries by means of a PROGRES specification, consisting of
1. a graph schema, declaring the types of nodes and edges, as well as attributes, and
2. a set of graph transformation rules which obey the type restrictions imposed by the graph schema, and specify how instances of the components defined in the graph schema may be composed.

Such a specification defines a graph language exactly as described in Section 2.3: a syntactically correct graph is yielded by applying a sequence of rules to an initial (empty) graph.

```progres
node class ENTITY is a ENT_REL end;
node class ATOMIC_VALUE is a VALUE
    intrinsic Value : string := "";
end;
node class CONSTITUENT is a ...
    intrinsic Output : boolean := false;
end;
node type constituent : CONSTITUENT end;
node class ATTRIBUTE
    meta entrel : type in ENT_REL [0:N];
    val : type in VALUE [1:1];
end;
edge type attr2er : ATTRIBUTE -> ENT_REL [1:1];
edge type attr2v : ATTRIBUTE -> VALUE [1:1];
node class PERSON is a ENTITY end;
node type person : PERSON end;
node type string : ATOMIC_VALUE end;
node type name,person : ATTRIBUTE
    redef meta entrel := PERSON;
    val := string;
end;
```

Figure 20: Graph schema (partial)

Figure 20 shows a cutout of the graph schema for the specification of HQL/EER queries. It declares several node classes, some as a specialization of other node classes, like ENTITY which is a specialization of ENT_REL (which has RELSHIP as its other subclass). Note that some declarations in the graph schema are independent from the considered EER diagram (such as ENTITY), while others use the labels of the EER diagram (such as PERSON).

Attributes are declared and initialized in node class declarations, and may be redefined in node type declarations. Intrinsic attributes, such as the string-attribute Value
declared for node class ATOMIC_VALUE, apply to nodes of the considered class. In contrast, meta-attributes apply to node types. In this specification, meta-attributes always have a node type or set of node types (represented by a class) as value. For instance, the meta-attribute entrel applies to types of class ATTRIBUTE, and is initialized to PERSON (representing the set of all node types of this class) in the name_person node type.\footnote{The fact that the node types of Figure 20 only redefine attribute values is just a coincidence: PROGRES allows the attributes themselves to be redefined.} We use meta-attributes furtheron to enforce type correctness.

Nodes are linked by typed edges, like the attr2er-edges, which connect an ATTRIBUTE node to an ENT_REL node, expressing the fact that attributes may be assigned to entity or relationship types. The cardinality [1:1] expresses that this is a one-to-one correspondence: an attribute applies to exactly one entity or relationship.

The collection of declarations contained in the graph schema defines a graph class that contains as a subset those graphs that represent syntactically correct HQL/EER queries. This means that further restrictions have to be imposed on how subgraphs are linked. These restrictions are expressed by means of graph transformation rules.

Figure 21: Rule for inserting an attribute

Figure 21 shows the rule that adds an (EER) attribute to an entity or relationship. Such an attribute is represented by means of two nodes $6'$ and $4'$, inserted and linked by a new constituent $5'$ to existing nodes. The parameter $\text{Att}$ may be replaced by any node type which is a descendant of ATTRIBUTE in the node class hierarchy of the graph schema. Additionally, the condition clause of the rule enforces type compatibility on the input parameters. For instance, it is checked whether the value type $\text{Val}$ is the value type expected by the attribute type $\text{Att}$, as stored in this type's meta-attribute val.
The rule \texttt{Add Attribute} can be applied to an entity of type \texttt{person} with the node types \texttt{name_person} and \texttt{string} for the parameters \texttt{Att} and \texttt{Val}, respectively.

### 3.4.3 The semantics definition of HQL/EER

HQL/EER offers graphical alternatives for some of the (textual) language constructs of SQL/EER. The most natural way for defining the semantics of HQL/EER is therefore the translation of its graphical elements to SQL/EER. An additional motivation for choosing this approach is the fact that the \textsc{Progres} formalism allows a seamless integration of such a semantics definition with the syntax definition into one and the same graph grammar specification.

The translation is incorporated into the graph representation of HQL/EER queries by attributing nodes in this graph with corresponding SQL/EER expressions. Remember that \texttt{constituent}-nodes are used precisely for representing the fact that some query element plays a part in some query. Hence they are the ideal place for storing these SQL/EER expressions.

The table below shows some semantic attributes from the graph of Figure 19. The \texttt{SFW Term}-attribute of the \texttt{query}-node contains precisely the SQL/EER-query represented by the HQL/EER query of Figure 18. All other semantic attributes are associated to \texttt{constituent}-nodes, and contain SQL/EER-declarations, -terms or -formulas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id.</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Att. Name</th>
<th>Attribute Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>query</td>
<td>SFW Term</td>
<td>\texttt{select p1.name_person from a1 in p1.addr_person, a2 in p2.addr_person, p1 in person, p2 in person where a2 = a1 and p2.name_person = John}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>481</td>
<td>constituent</td>
<td>Declaration Term</td>
<td>p2 in person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>497</td>
<td>constituent</td>
<td>Term</td>
<td>p2.addr_person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385</td>
<td>constituent</td>
<td>Term</td>
<td>p2.name_person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Formula</td>
<td>p2.name_person = John</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above example, the extension to be made to the graph schema of the specification of HQL/EER follows directly: the declarations of node classes \texttt{QUERY} and \texttt{CONSTITUENT} have to be extended with declarations for the attributes mentioned above, as well as appropriate derivation rules for the \texttt{SFW Term}-attribute. The semantic attributes of \texttt{CONSTITUENT}-nodes, however, have to be initialized by the rules that create them. As an example, the clause \texttt{transfer 5'.Term := '3.Term & "." & string( Att );} has to be added to the rule \texttt{Add Attribute}, shown in Figure 21. Here, \texttt{&} stands for string concatenation, while the \texttt{string}-function converts \texttt{Att}-values into string representations.

### 3.4.4 Summary

From the act of specifying HQL/EER by means of a graph grammar, some important lessons may be drawn. First, it shows that the use of an attributed graph grammar allows the seamless integration of the definition of both syntax and semantics of a graph-based language into one single specification, in the same way as attributed string grammars do for textual languages.

Second, when defining graph-based languages, the ability to work with graphs as basic primitives in the graph rules surely has its advantages over having to work with some
general-purpose specification language in which these graphs first have to be (cryptically) encoded themselves. It allows one to concentrate on the essentials of the graph-based language itself, rather than on the details of the applied specification language.

Third, the specification of HQL/EER illustrates once more that as soon as the size of a (graph grammar) specification exceeds a certain limit, it becomes very hard to manage and understand. While the PROGRES language already offers a variety of mechanisms for capturing the detailed aspects of a language of graphs, it clearly lacks modularization concepts. The availability of such a module concept, including well-defined notions of interfaces and module interrelationships (such as “use” and inheritance), would substantially improve both understandability and reusability of specifications.

4 A Structuring Principle for Graph Transformation

The case studies in Section 3 have illustrated that graph transformation can be applied to system specification and programming in a natural way. However, the case studies are quite small compared to “real world” applications which may consist of very large and complex graphs with hundreds and thousands of rules. Thus graph transformation systems must be extended by structuring mechanisms that allow to compose them in a modular way. Furthermore, the case studies have indicated that different graph transformation approaches are suitable for different applications. Hence, structuring principles are needed which are approach-independent in the sense that they allow specification and programming in different approaches. One of the first steps in this direction is the concept of a transformation unit (see [KK96, KKS98]).

In this section, we outline basic features of transformation units. Their use is demonstrated by reformulating some aspects of the case study of term graph rewriting given in Section 3.1. Similarly, our other examples could be redesigned in a structured way. This could be interesting in various respects, but would not add much to the illustration how the concept of graph transformation works. Hence, we concentrate here on only one of the examples.

4.1 Main Features

In the following we informally discuss the main characteristics of transformation units; a more formal treatment is given in Section 4.2.

**Rule-based graph transformation.** As motivated in Section 1 and illustrated in Section 3, it is quite natural to combine graphs as a means for describing complex structures with rules as a means to manipulate these structures. On the most elementary level, a transformation unit consists of a set of graph transformation rules which are applied to graphs. More precisely, a transformation unit transforms a graph by applying one of its rules to it and iterating this process. Hence, the key operation performed by a transformation unit is the application of a rule to a graph.

**Initial and terminal graphs.** Often, it is desirable to start or stop a graph transformation with a special graph from the underlying graph class. For example, to generate a graph language, transformation may start with a particular initial graph and stop with graphs of a particular shape (cf. Section 2.3). Or, to reduce graphs, the initial graphs
may be arbitrary, and are transformed until no rule is applicable. The concept of a transformation unit generalizes such notions by providing graph class expressions that specify classes of initial and terminal graphs. Consequently, “valid” transformations must start with initial graphs and stop with terminal graphs. The description of initial graphs can be viewed as a precondition for the graph transformations performed by the transformation unit. Analogously, the terminal description serves as a postcondition.

Control conditions. In general, graph transformation is non-deterministic because of two reasons: First, there may be more than one rule which can be applied to a certain graph. Second, applying a graph transformation rule to a graph means to transform it locally so that there may be various parts in the graph which can be manipulated by a rule application. To regulate the graph transformation process, for example by choosing rules according to a priority, or by prescribing a certain sequence of steps, suitable control conditions are needed. Such conditions are treated, for example, in [Bun79, Sch91a, SZ91, MW96] (cf. also [DP89] for regulation concepts in string grammars and [PvE93] for evaluation strategies in functional programming). With transformation units the graph transformation process can be regulated by using control conditions.

Approach independence. The mentioned components, i.e. graphs, rules, graph class expressions, and control conditions, form a so-called graph transformation approach. In the literature, there exist a variety of graph transformation approaches like PROGRES [SWZ05], algebraic ones like the double-pushout approach [Ehr79], the single-pushout approach [Löw93] or AGG [TB94], and more restricted approaches like node replacement [JR80], edge replacement [HK87], or hyperedge replacement [Hab92]. See for an overview [Roz97]. They differ mainly in the underlying graph data model and the type of transformation rules. For example, in PROGRES attributed graphs are transformed, whereas AGG manipulates hierarchical ones with single-pushout rules, and hyperedge-replacement applies so-called hyperedge-replacement rules to hypergraphs. Some of the approaches provide specific kinds of control conditions or graph class expressions like PROGRES or AGG. The case studies underline that several approaches are convenient for specification and programming. In order to be widely applicable, one main feature of transformation units is that they are independent of a specific graph transformation approach. This means that they are suitable to manipulate graphs in all existing or user-defined graph transformation approaches.

Structuring. In practice, rule-based systems may consist of an immense set of rules. To design such systems in a reasonable way, one needs structuring principles that allow to compose them from small re-usable units in a systematic way. Therefore, transformation units provide – apart from rules, specifications of initial and terminal graphs, and a control condition – an import component which allows for using other transformation units. In this way, the set of local rules of a transformation unit can be kept small and manageable. The import part of a transformation unit consists of a set of (names referring to) transformation units. For reasons of simplicity, we consider in this section transformation units with hierarchical import structure.

Interleaving semantics. A graph transformation is a sequence of rule applications starting with some initial graph. The operational semantics of a graph transformation
system is usually defined as the set of all transformations. By abstracting from the inter-
mediate steps of a transformation, one obtains an input-output relation on graphs where
each pair contains the initial graph of a transformation and its transformed graph. This
concept of operational semantics is the basis for the semantics of transformation units
which is defined as a binary relation on graphs. In particular, transformation units trans-
form initial graphs to terminal ones by interleaving rule applications with calls of imported
transformation units such that the control condition is obeyed. Hence, transformation
units provide a functional abstraction meaning that a complex graph transformation is
encapsulated as a binary relation of graphs. Imported transformation units are treated
as atomic in the sense that they are applied as a whole to graphs by the importing unit.
This encapsulation property can be also found in other well-known structuring methods
in computer science like transactions in database systems or procedures in programming
languages.

Note that in general, the concept of transformation units can be used to transform
arbitrary objects in a rule-based manner, but since graph transformation is the basic
subject of this paper, we restrict ourselves to the data models of graphs.

4.2 Transformation Units

With transformation units, graph transformation systems can be built up from small
pieces. To make them independent of a particular graph data model, a specific type of
rules, etc. they are defined over some graph transformation approach.

4.2.1 Graph transformation approaches

A graph transformation approach comprises a class of graphs, a class of rules, a rule applica-
tion operator, a class of graph class expressions, and a class of control conditions. The
purpose of control conditions is to restrict the non-determinism of graph transformation;
its semantics is a binary relation on graphs. Since control conditions may contain iden-
tifiers (usually for imported transformation units or local rules), their semantics depends
on their environment, a mapping which associates each identifier with a binary relation
on graphs. In this way, the semantic effect of control conditions can be defined without
forward reference to transformation units. Intuitively, one may think of an environment
as names of rules (or of transformation units) with their corresponding direct derivation
relations (or their corresponding interleaving semantics).

More formally, a graph transformation approach $\mathcal{A}$ consists of a class $\mathcal{G}$ of graphs, a
class $\mathcal{R}$ of rules, a rule application operator $\Rightarrow$ yielding a binary relation $\Rightarrow_r \subseteq \mathcal{G} \times \mathcal{G}$
for each $r \in \mathcal{R}$, a class $\mathcal{X}$ of graph class expressions such that each $e \in \mathcal{X}$ specifies a
subclass $SEM(e) \subseteq \mathcal{G}$, and a class $\mathcal{C}$ of control conditions over some set $\text{ID}$ of identifiers
such that each $e \in \mathcal{C}$ specifies a binary relation $SEM_E(e) \subseteq \mathcal{G} \times \mathcal{G}$ for each environment
$E: \text{ID} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{G} \times \mathcal{G})$.\footnote{Note that we use the overloaded operator $SEM$ here and elsewhere to denote various semantic opera-
tions. They are distinguished by the types of arguments or — as above — by the presence or absence of
the additional index (referring to the environment).}

In Section 2, we have already introduced different classes of graphs and rules. Here,
we give some typical examples for the remaining components of a graph transformation
approach, that is, for graph class expressions and control conditions.
4.2.2 Graph class expressions

There are various standard ways to choose graph class expressions that can be used for
arbitrary graph classes \( \mathcal{G} \), and hence used in many graph transformation approaches:

1. In most cases, one deals with finite graphs with some explicit representations. Then
   single graphs (or finite enumerations of graphs) may serve as graph class expressions.
   Semantically, each graph \( G \) represents itself, i.e. \( \text{SEM}(G) = \{ G \} \). The initial graph
   of a graph grammar is a typical example of this type.

2. As a kind of default graph class expression (without effect), we may use the term all
   specifying the class of all graphs, i.e. \( \text{SEM}(\text{all}) = \mathcal{G} \).

3. A graph \( G \) is reduced with respect to a set of rules \( P \subseteq \mathcal{R} \) if no rule from \( P \) is
   applicable to \( G \). In this way, \( P \) can be considered as a graph class expression where
   \( \text{SEM}(P) \) is the set of all reduced graphs with respect to \( P \). Reducedness is often used
   in term rewriting and term graph rewriting as a halting condition.

4. If \( \mathcal{G} \) is a class of graphs labelled over an alphabet \( \Sigma \), then a set \( T \subseteq \Sigma \) is a suitable
   graph class expression, specifying the class of all graphs labelled in \( T \) only. This way
   of distinguishing terminal objects is quite popular in formal language theory.

5. A graph grammar can be considered as a graph class expression which specifies its
   generated language.

6. Choosing some of the examples above as atomic expressions, one may build up more
   complicated expressions recursively by using set-theoretic operators like union, inter-
   section and complement.

7. Graph-theoretic properties can be used as graph class expressions. In particular,
   monadic second-order formulas for directed graphs or hypergraphs are suitable can-
   didates (see e.g. [Cou90]).

8. Graph schemata, as used in ProGRES, and typed graphs are graph class expressions
   that allow to specify generic graph classes (see Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

4.2.3 Control conditions

Every description of a binary relation on graphs may be used as a control condition. Some
 typical examples are the following:

1. Every grammar, every automaton and every expression specifying a string language \( L \)
   over \( ID \) can serve as a control condition. For an environment \( E \) each string \( x_1 \cdots x_n \)
   in \( L \) specifies the binary relation obtained by the sequential composition of the meaning
   of the \( x_i \) in \( E \), i.e. \( \text{SEM}_E(x_1 \cdots x_n) = E(x_1) \circ \cdots \circ E(x_n) \):\(^{12}\) the empty string \( \lambda \)
   specifies the empty set. For example, if \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) \((n \geq 1)\) are graph transforma-
   tion rules and the meaning of each \( x_i \) in \( E \) consists of all pairs \((G_i, G'_i)\) of graphs such that
   \( G'_i \) results from applying \( x_i \) to \( G_i \), then \( x_1 \cdots x_n \) specifies all pairs \((G, G')\) of graphs
   where \( G' \) is obtained from \( G \) by applying the rules \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) in this order. The whole
   language \( L \) specifies the union of the semantic relations given by the elements of \( L \).

2. The control conditions of the language type in point 1 can be extended from the set \( ID \)
   to an arbitrary set \( C \) of (elementary) control conditions. Hence, each mechanism that

\(^{12}\)Given binary relations \( \rho, \rho' \in \mathcal{G} \times \mathcal{G} \), the sequential composition of \( \rho \) and \( \rho' \) is defined by \( \rho \circ \rho' = \{(G, G') | (G, G') \in \rho \text{ and } (G', G'') \in \rho' \text{ for some } G' \in \mathcal{G} \} \).
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specifies a language over $C$ can also serve as a control condition the semantics of which is defined as in point 1, i.e. for a string $c_1 \cdots c_n$ over $C$ we have $SEM_E(c_1 \cdots c_n) = E(c_1) \circ \cdots \circ E(c_n)$ for each environment $E$, and $SEM_E(\lambda) = \emptyset$.

3. In particular, given some set $C \subseteq \mathcal{C}$ of (elementary) control conditions, the class of regular expressions over $C$ can be used for this purpose. For explicit use below, $REG(C)$ is recursively given by $C \subseteq REG(C)$, and $(e_1 ; e_2), (e_1 | e_2), (e^* \in REG(C)$ if $e, e_1, e_2 \in REG(C)$. In order to omit parentheses we assume that $*$ has a stronger binding than $;$ and $|$, and that $;$ has a stronger binding than $|$. Moreover, the regular expression $e : e^*$ (with $e \in REG(C)$) will be abbreviated by $e^+$. For an environment $E$, the semantics of such regular expressions is obtained as follows: $SEM_E(e_1 ; e_2) = SEM_E(e_1) \circ SEM_E(e_2)$, $SEM_E(e_1 | e_2) = SEM_E(e_1) \cup SEM_E(e_2)$, and $SEM_E(e^*) = SEM_E(e)^*$.\footnote{For a binary relation $\rho$, $\rho^*$ denotes its reflexive and transitive closure.}

4. As a kind of default control condition (without effect) we may use the term $true$, which specifies the all relation, i.e. $SEM_E(true) = \mathcal{G} \times \mathcal{G}$, independently of the environment.

5. For each control condition $c \in \mathcal{C}$ the expression $c !$ serves as an induced control condition which applies $c$ as long as possible. This means that for each environment $E$ a pair $(G, G')$ is in $SEM_E(c !)$ if $(G, G') \in SEM_E(c)^*$ and there is no graph $G''$ with $(G', G'') \in SEM_E(c)$.

6. Each pair $(e_1, e_2)$ of graph class expressions in $\mathcal{X}$ defines a binary relation on graphs by $SEM((e_1, e_2)) = SEM(e_1) \times SEM(e_2)$ and, therefore, it can be used as a control condition which is independent of the choice of an environment, i.e. $SEM_E((e_1, e_2)) = SEM((e_1, e_2))$ for all environments $E$.

7. The deterministic and non-deterministic control structures of Progres serve as control conditions. They allow to define imperative commands over control conditions.

4.2.4 Transformation units

Each transformation unit encapsulates a specification of initial graphs, a set of transformation units to be imported, a set of rules, a control condition, and a specification of terminal graphs. Its import structure is hierarchical, i.e. on the lowest level, there are only unstructured transformation units with no import; moreover, each transformation unit may only import transformation units of a lower level. Transformation units are defined over graph transformation approach.

More formally, for a graph transformation approach $\mathcal{A}$, the set of all transformation units over $\mathcal{A}$ is recursively defined as follows: Let $U$ be a set of transformation units over $\mathcal{A}$ that is empty, initially. Then a transformation unit over $\mathcal{A}$ is a system $true = (I, U, R, C, T)$ where $I$ and $T$ are graph class expressions, $R$ is a finite set of rules, and $C$ is a control condition.

Note that if $I$ specifies a single graph, $U$ is empty and $C$ is the constant $true$, one gets the usual notion of a graph grammar (in which approach ever) as a special case of transformation units.

4.2.5 Interleaving semantics

The operational semantics of a transformation unit is a binary relation on graphs containing a pair $(G, G')$ of graphs if, first, $G$ is an initial graph and $G'$ is a terminal graph,
second, \( G' \) can be obtained from \( G \) by interleaving derivations with the graph transformations specified by the imported transformation units, and third, the pair is allowed by the control condition.

In more detail, consider a transformation unit \( \text{trut} = (I, U, R, C, T) \) and assume that every imported transformation unit \( t \in U \) defines already a binary relation on graphs \( \text{SEM}(t) \subseteq \mathcal{G} \times \mathcal{G} \). Then \( \text{trut} \) defines a binary relation \( \text{SEM}(\text{trut}) \) in the following way: A pair of graphs \( (G, G') \) belongs to \( \text{SEM}(\text{trut}) \) if \( G \in \text{SEM}(I) \), \( G' \in \text{SEM}(T) \) and there is a sequence of graphs \( G_0, \ldots, G_n \in \mathcal{G} \) such that \( G_0 = G \), \( G_n = G' \) and, for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \), the pair \( (G_{i-1}, G_i) \) either belongs to the semantic relation \( \text{SEM}(t) \) of some imported transformation unit \( t \in U \), or \( G_i \) directly derives \( G_{i-1} \), i.e. \( G_{i-1} \Rightarrow_r G_i \) for some \( r \in R \). In addition, the pair \( (G_{i-1}, G_i) \) must be accepted by the control condition \( C \) in the specific environment given by \( \text{trut} \), i.e. \( (G, G') \in \text{SEM}_{E[\text{trut}]}(C) \). This environment is given by \( \text{SEM}(t) \) for \( t \in U \) and \( \Rightarrow_r \) for \( r \in R \), assuming the identifiers occurring in \( C \) are elements of \( U \) and \( R \) (or their names). The resulting semantic relation \( \text{SEM}(\text{trut}) \) is called interleaving semantics, and the sequences of graphs it is based on are called interleaving sequences. The definition of the interleaving semantics follows the recursive definition of transformation units. Hence, its well-definedness follows easily by an induction on the hierarchical structure of transformation units.

If \( U \) is empty, an interleaving sequence consists of derivations only, that is, the interleaving semantics generalizes the ordinary operational semantics of sets of rules given by derivations.

If, in particular, the control condition can be ignored, i.e. \( C = \text{true} \), and if there is a single initial graph, only the second components of all pairs in the interleaving semantics are significant so that a transformation unit of this kind can be seen as a graph grammar and the interleaving relation corresponds to its generated language. Such a particular transformation unit is called generating unit; it can be used as a graph class expression as it is done in the following example.

### 4.3 An Example

The following example picks up the first case study of Section 3. It illustrates how term graphs can be specified and how term graph rewriting can be modelled by using transformation units.

#### 4.3.1 The approach

Let \( \mathcal{F} \) be a set of function symbols, each of which has a fixed arity, that is, a fixed number \( n \geq 0 \) of arguments. Let \( \mathcal{V} \) be a set of variables. The graph transformation approach used in this example consists of the following components:

- Each graph is a hyperedge-labelled directed hypergraph, with labels in \( \mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{V} \cup \{\text{root}, \text{leaf}\} \). The label \( \text{root} \) is a special symbol used for indicating the root node of a term graph, i.e. the unique node from which each other node is reachable, and is needed for specifying garbage collection (see below). The label \( \text{leaf} \) is only used in the generation of trees.

- In each rule \( r = (L, R, K, \text{glue}, \text{emb}, \text{appl}) \), the component \( \text{emb} \) is empty, and \( \text{appl} \) is a subset of \( \{\text{contact}, \text{ident}\} \) where \( \text{contact} \) stands for the contact condition and \( \text{ident} \) for the identification condition (see Section 2.2).
• As graph class expressions, we use a particular initial graph, a particular generating unit, the constant \textit{all}, a set of rules (to specify reduced graphs).

• The class of control conditions contains the set $REG(C)$ of regular expressions over $C$ where $C$ consists of a set \textit{ID} of identifiers (containing at least the names of all transformation units given below) plus the condition $c!$ for each $c$ in $REG(C)$.

Transformation units are presented by indicating the components with respective keywords. Trivial components (i.e. no imported transformation units, no rules, the graph class expression \textit{all}, and the control condition \textit{true}) are omitted. In a transformation unit \textit{true} with rule set $\{ p_1, \ldots, p_n \}$, the graph class expression \textit{reduced} is an abbreviation for $\{ p_1, \ldots, p_n \}$ and the control condition \textit{once} abbreviates the regular expression $p_1[p_2|\cdots|p_n$. Each rule which is not already introduced in Section 3.1 is depicted so that an arrow points from its left-hand side $L$ to its right-hand side $R$. The subgraph $K$ of $L$ and its occurrence \textit{glue} in $R$ are indicated by numbering the corresponding nodes in $L$ and $R$. Application conditions are written under the left-hand side $L$.

### 4.3.2 Term graphs

To specify the class of all term graphs over $\mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{V}$ we use the collapse rules introduced in Section 3.1. Since term graphs are “collapsed trees”, each term graph can be constructed by first generating a tree and then collapsing it. The transformation unit $trees(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ is a graph grammar generating the class of all trees over $\mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{V}$ (with a root-hyperedge attached to the root) in a top-down manner. The rule set of $trees(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ contains one rule for each variable and each function symbol. The rules do not have application conditions and can be applied in an arbitrary order. The terminal expression ensures that generated graphs have labels in $\mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{V} \cup \{ \text{root} \}$ only.

\[
\begin{align*}
trees(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}) \quad & \quad \text{initial:} \\
& \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{root} \\
leaf
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& \quad \text{rules:} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
1 \downarrow \\
\text{leaf}
\end{array} & \rightarrow & \\
\begin{array}{c}
1 \uparrow \\
x
\end{array}
\end{array} & \quad \text{for all } x \text{ in } \mathcal{V} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
1 \downarrow \\
\text{leaf}
\end{array} & \rightarrow & \\
\begin{array}{c}
1 \uparrow \\
F
\end{array}
\end{array} & \quad \text{for all } F \text{ in } \mathcal{F} \text{ with arity } n
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& \quad \text{terminal: } \text{reduced}
\end{align*}
\]

The semantics of $trees(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ consists of all pairs $(G, G')$ where $G$ is the initial graph, and $G'$ is a tree over $\mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{V}$ to the root of which a root-labelled hyperedge is attached. Note that $trees(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ is a generating unit.
The collapse steps are performed by the transformation unit $\text{collapse}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ that applies a collapse rule $\text{collapse}(x)$ for some $x \in \mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{V}$ exactly once to its input graph (see Section 3.1.2 for the definition of collapse rules).

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{collapse}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}) \\
\quad \text{rules: } \text{collapse}(x) \quad \text{for all } x \in \mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{V} \\
\quad \text{conds: } \text{once}
\end{array}
\]

The semantics of $\text{collapse}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ consists of all pairs $(G, G')$ where $G$ is a graph and $G'$ is obtained by applying a collapse rule (once) to $G$.

The transformation unit $\text{term\_graphs}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ generates the set of all term graphs over $\mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{V}$ from the initial graph of $\text{trees}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$. It calls $\text{trees}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ exactly once and then $\text{collapse}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ arbitrarily often.

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{term\_graphs}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}) \\
\quad \text{uses: } \text{trees}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}), \text{collapse}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}) \\
\quad \text{conds: } \text{trees}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}); \text{collapse}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})^* 
\end{array}
\]

The semantics of $\text{term\_graphs}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ depends on the semantics of the imported transformation units and consists of all pairs $(G, G')$ where $G$ is the initial graph in $\text{trees}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ and $G'$ is a term graph over $\mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{V}$ the root of which has an incident root-labelled hyperedge. Apart from the root-labelled hyperedge, the term graphs are the same as in Section 3.1. The root-hyperedge is (implicitly) used in the specification of garbage collection given below.

### 4.3.3 Term graph rewriting

Term graph rewriting, as explained in Section 3.1, comprises evaluation and collapse steps on term graphs. Hence, the transformation unit $\text{collapse}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ can be reused. Let $\mathcal{E}$ be a set of equations over $\mathcal{F}$ and $\mathcal{V}$ with the properties described in Section 3.1.2. An evaluation step consists of applying an evaluation rule $\text{eval}(e)$ for some $e \in \mathcal{E}$, followed by garbage collection (see Section 3.1.2 for the definition of evaluation rules). The transformation unit $\text{eval}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$ applies a rule $\text{eval}(e)$ exactly once to the input graph for some $e \in \mathcal{E}$.

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{eval}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \\
\quad \text{rules: } \text{eval}(e) \quad \text{for all } e \in \mathcal{E} \\
\quad \text{conds: } \text{once}
\end{array}
\]

The semantics of $\text{eval}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$ consists of all pairs $(G, G')$ where $G$ is a graph and $G'$ is obtained from $G$ by applying an evaluation rule.

The transformation unit $\text{garbage}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ performs garbage collection. Each rule of $\text{garbage}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ deletes a node $v$ together with its outgoing hyperedge if the contact condition is satisfied, i.e. if $v$ is not incident to another hyperedge. Due to the contact condition, nodes and hyperedges reachable from the root-hyperedge cannot be deleted if the initial graph of $\text{garbage}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V})$ results from applying an evaluation rule to some term graph.
The semantics of \( \text{garbage}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}) \) consists of all pairs \((G, G')\) of graphs where \(G\) is a graph and \(G'\) is obtained from \(G\) by applying the rules of \( \text{garbage}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}) \) in arbitrary order and as long as possible.

Based on \( \text{eval}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) and \( \text{garbage}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}) \) the transformation unit \( \text{evaluation}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) is constructed. Since evaluation steps shall be performed on term graphs, the initial graphs of \( \text{evaluation}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) are those generated by the transformation unit \( \text{term-graphs}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}) \).

The semantics of \( \text{evaluation}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) consists of all pairs \((G, G')\) of term graphs where \(G'\) is obtained from \(G\) by applying first \( \text{eval}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) and then \( \text{garbage}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}) \). Hence, the semantics of \( \text{evaluation}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) coincides with the relation \( \Rightarrow_{\mathcal{E}} \) of Section 3.1.2.

The transformation unit \( \text{rewrite}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) imports \( \text{evaluation}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) and \( \text{collapse}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}) \) which can be called arbitrarily often and in arbitrary order with the restriction that one of both is applied at least once.

The semantics of \( \text{rewrite}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) consists of all pairs \((G, G')\) of term graphs where \(G'\) is obtained from \(G\) by performing an arbitrary non-empty sequence of evaluation and collapse steps. Hence, this semantics coincides with the transitive closure of the relation \( \Rightarrow_{\mathcal{R}} \) of Section 3.1.4.

Now we can construct a transformation unit \( \text{TGR}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) which rewrites term graphs as long as possible.
The semantics of $TGR(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$ contains all pairs $(G, G')$ of term graphs where $G'$ is obtained from $G$ by performing an arbitrary sequence of evaluation and collapse steps and $G'$ is reduced with respect to evaluation and collapse steps.

4.3.4 Lazy and eager collapsing

Depending on the given set $\mathcal{E}$ of equations, it may be desirable to rewrite term graphs according to some strategies in order to improve the efficiency. The control condition $\text{rewrite}(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})!$ in the above transformation unit $TGR(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$ can be viewed as a simple, but general strategy for computing reduced term graphs. Two more specialized strategies, namely lazy and eager collapsing, are presented in the following.

Lazy collapsing. Lazy collapsing attempts collapsing steps only if no evaluation rule is applicable. If there are equations in $\mathcal{E}$ with repeated variables in their left-hand sides, collapsing may enable subsequent evaluation steps.

$$\text{lazy_coll}(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$$

- initial: $\text{term_graphs}(F, \mathcal{V})$
- uses: $\text{evaluation}(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}), \text{collapse}(F, \mathcal{V})$
- conds: $(\text{evaluation}(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})!; \text{collapse}(F, \mathcal{V}))!$

Eager collapsing. Eager collapsing applies collapse rules to a term graph as long as possible before performing an evaluation step.

$$\text{eager_coll}(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$$

- initial: $\text{term_graphs}(F, \mathcal{V})$
- uses: $\text{evaluation}(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}), \text{collapse}(F, \mathcal{V})$
- conds: $(\text{collapse}(F, \mathcal{V})!; \text{evaluation}(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}))!$

The control conditions in these units express a special priority schema for transformation units. In general, these units need not have the same semantics as $TGR(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$. An interesting question is for which classes of equation sets $\mathcal{E}$ the semantics coincide with the semantics of $TGR(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$. In this case the strategies defined by the units are called normalizing (see also [Plu91a]).

The import structure of the presented transformation units is depicted in Figure 22 where solid edges represent the dependence relation given by the uses components and dashed edges show the use of the generating unit $\text{term_graphs}(F, \mathcal{V})$ in initial parts.

If we consider all presented transformation units as parameterized units, where each component inside parentheses is a formal parameter, we obtain a family of structured sets of transformation units, one for each list $(F, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$ of actual parameters.
5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated the usefulness of graph transformation for specification and programming. The four case studies in Section 3 indicate the spectrum of potential applications; several more of similar kinds can be found in the literature. They all follow the same simple idea: There are complex objects that can be advantageously represented by graphs, and rules are used to specify transformation, generation or recognition of these objects. To emphasize the common philosophy we have recalled the main features of graph transformation in Section 2. While the case studies prove the principal applicability of graph transformation concepts in various areas, they also reveal some shortcomings and troublesome aspects. There are various types of graphs and rules, as well as various ways of rule applications around leading to many different graph transformation approaches which are not easily combined and among which one cannot easily switch. So the proper choice of an approach may cause problems. Moreover, structuring principles are missing so that it is hard to manage large collections of rules. To overcome these drawbacks of graph transformation, we have introduced the notion of transformation units in Section 4, which provides means for structuring purposes and is approach independent by integrating various approaches among which one may choose.

It should be mentioned that transformation units are the basic structuring concept of the graph- and rule-centered language GRACE. The development of GRACE is an ongoing activity involving researchers from Aachen, Berlin, Bremen, Erlangen, Hildesheim, München and Paderborn. The actual emphasis is laid on the following points:

1. The semantics of a transformation unit is a binary relation on graphs, or a graph language. Hence, more sophisticated module concepts are being developed to cover n-ary relations with n greater than 2, and sets of relations rather than single relations. Moreover, an explicit notion of parameterization, which appears in our example implicitly, is being introduced. (Confer some recent suggestions concerning modularization, refinement and abstraction [EE96, CH95, ES95, TS95].)

2. GRACE is planned to provide an efficient specification and programming environment that includes an editor, an interpreter, a database and a graphical interface. In particular, the latter will play an important role in that it allows to use GRACE as a visual specification and programming language. Since there are already some im-
implementations of graph transformation systems (see [Sch90, Sch91a, Sch91b, GKS91, Him91, LB93, TB94]), we will reuse their components as far as possible to build up the GRACE environment.

3. **GRACE offers the choice among various graph transformation approaches.** Furthermore, we will investigate the conditions under which approaches can be combined: As a final goal, we want to design a simple and easy-to-use language for defining new approaches by the users.

4. Another very important aim is to provide a proof (support) system for **GRACE**. The recursion depth of transformation units and the length of interleaving sequences induce induction principles. The use structure of a transformation unit may correspond to a modular proof structure. Both together establish a proof theory for **GRACE** on which a proof system can be built. (Confer the recent attempt towards consistency checking [HW95].)

5. Further case studies will particularly stress the application of the **GRACE** language and environment in the specification of parallel and distributed systems [Tae96], including appropriate semantic considerations like process semantics [CMR96].
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